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Abstract
The equations of motion of an artificial satellite are given in
nonsingular variables. Any term in the geopotential is considered as
	 a
i	 1
well as luni-solar perturbations up to an arbitrary power of r/r', r'
being the geocentric distance of the disturbing body. Resonances with
tesseral harmonics and with the moon or sun are also considered. By
neglecting the shadow effect, the isturbing function for solar rad-^a-
t1on is also developed in nonsingular variables for the long periodic
perturbations. Formul as are developed for implementation of the
theory in actual computations.
fi
1. Definition of Nonsingular Elements
For I	 e < 1, the following set of elements is nonsingular
a	 semi major axis
X= M +w+St
g=ecos w N w+0)
n=e sin w j
P - sin 2 cos Q	
1
Q - sin I sin _2
Let Y = /1--e-7— , c = cos2, s sin 2. For this set of elements,
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2na	 a
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PRx- 	 l2 RQ+
2na Y	 4na Y
+ 2 P(n R - Rn)
2na Y
1	 R+	 1Q= -	 2 QRa	 2 P +
2na Y	 4na Y
+ 2 Q (n R - Rn)
2na Y
(1.2)
If the perturbations are given by a disturbing function R and a dis-
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where a is any element and r the radius vector. This form is necessary
in order to take into account nonconservative perturbations like
atmospheric drag, radiation pressure, etc. In rectangular inertial
coordinates F	 (X, Y, Z), r =_(x, y, z) all we need are the
derivatives of the Keplerian x, y, z with respect to the set of elements
a, X. E, n, P, Q.
Let u w + f. Then we have
ax _ x	 Y	 az _ z
9aa a 	 as a' as - a
ax
air _	 {r au - e, (sin w cos 0 + cos w sin o cos- I)}










" r {sin u cos 0 + cos a sin o cos I}
u
_ -r {sin u sin Q	 cos u cos Q cos I}
au =
t
r cos u sin I
ax _ axax	 _	 Y az _ az a_z
au
_
- au " as '
	
aw	 au-	 ax' a`w - au " as
r	 ax ax	 _ az	 az
au =- y " au '	 D2 - x _ au '
=
asp	" au
ax _ sin f ax
	
a (cos w cos o - sin w sin o cos	 I)	 ,De au
Y
= sin f	
_ a (cos w sin 0 + sin w cos 0 cos I}
ae 2	 au ;
Y





= r sin u sin Q sin I
Dy' _- rsinu cos szsinl
i
aI =	
r sin u cos I -(1.4)
The above relations are valid if x, y, z are expressed in terms of
	 A
(a,	 A.	 tit, 	 e, o t I) .	 The derivatives with respect to C, n, P, Q are






2. Development of Geopotential in Nonsingular Variable
We propose a form suitable for both numerical or analytical solution
and necessary to recognize possible resonances occuring with tesseral
harmonics
























^Zmpq = (Q-2p+q)a - qw + ( m+-2p-Q)Q - me
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where a is Greenwich sidereal time.
'	 The exact D'Alembert characteristics are
S
FQmp	 s lal J Qmp (c)
GQ^4 = 





is a polynomial in c cos 2, KQpq
3 	
a power series i n
y = 1 - e`
d
 and a = m + 2p Q . For q 2p - t, K R are express-
p4
ible in closed form as functions of y. We shall give expressions for
JRmp and KQpq in due time. A particular term of R can thus be written




J	 (c) K	 (Y)sl a l el4l (A	 cos V
	




We begin by considering
q>0, a= m+2p-Q>p
r
so that we have



















Let us consider the expression
s	 ale J g j cos	
RmPq
which can be written as
.1
	
I q l-q 	 jal-a a
+ (	 - in)q (P + iQ) a] cos BQmpq -
- i	 + in)q (P - iQ) a 	in)q ( P +iQ) al sin e;,mpq}
where
eQmpq	 (a	 2p + q)a - me (2.10)
Obviously for q > 0,	 a > 0, the exponents of a and s vanish, but we
keep them in order to treat the case q < 0, a < 0.
Let now
a
RQmpq, = Real	 {(^ + in) q (P - iQ)°G} (2.11)












cos e	 + I	 sine
^,mpq	 Qmpq	 ^,mpq	 R,mpq (2.12)
We now evaluate the expressions for R and I.




9+ in)q (p	 i Q)a =
k	 u2
^u (-1) n+u ^u)(2n-u)q-unu 









n+u+l	 a	 u u a-2n-1+u 2n+1-u
n=0 u=u1
	-1)	 (u) (2n+1-u)q- 
n p	 Q
where k = [+'].
	
k I [ +g-a-1 ] 1
ul = max (0,2n-a),	 u2	 min (2n,q)	 (2.1-3)





U (-1)n+u ( q )( a) q-un u p(%-2n+u Q2n- u 	 (2.14)
	Qmpq n=0 u=u l 	u 2n-u
and
k u2,n+u+1 q	 a	 q- u u a-2n- +u 2n+1=uj'	 (-1)	 O (	 )	 n p	 Q
	
Qmpq	 0 u=u 1 	u 2n+1-ut	 (2.15)
By a shift of -7r/2 in the angle Zmpq we also find
r	 ,
	
c jq j sl a l sin,	 ;_ Rsin e	 - I	 cos e
, Rmpq	 Qmpq ,
	
Qmpq	 Qmpq	 zmpq




+1 izmpq (c) K-zpq(Y) eJqj-q 
Sla{-a
"	 pq	 a
t	 {RQmpq (AQm cos, ezmpq + Bkm sin eQmpq)
I}
+IQmPq 





Consider now q < 0. We may write
(^ + in) q = (E + in)' ( g l = (j + n 2 ) - I g l (E _ in) I g l =
= e-2f g l (^ _ in)iq ►
Thus for q < 0, in the definition of RRmpq and 




q	 -q = Iql
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The corresponding factor in:RQmpq is F
el g l-q = e21g1
so that, the above changes introducing a factor e `21 g1 , that factor
disappears.	 Therefore we can leave out the factor elgl_q for both
	
x
q > 0'an8 q < 0 defining for q < 0 the new 
RQmPg and I Qmpq by the
changes
n ; _n (2.17)
F
q	 I q l	 4
A similar reasoning applies for a < ' 0. We see therefore that the
expressions valid for any q and a are
i
whe re
k	 rlgl + Iail
LL	 2




R	 = E	 I (-1)
n+u
 s ( I g l )( Ial ) , I q l - un u plal-2n+u Q2n-u
zmpq n-0 n=u1	 u u 2n - u
(2.18)
k' u2
I ,(_1)n+u+l 8 (( g I )( I a I	 Iql-unu FIal-2n-1+uQ2n+l-u
IZmpq n=0 u-u l
	u u 2n+1-u
(2.19)
ul = max (0, 2n - Jul), u2 = min (2n, I qI)
(2.21)
ui = max (0 2n + 1
	 I al), u2 = min (2n + 1 Iq I)
d u = 1, if q, a are both positive or negative
d u = (-1) u if q or a is negative.
Gimpq = -me
k	 2p - 9, + a
k [j2p-Y,1+1a1-1
2
u max (0, 2n
u2 min (2n, 12p-z	 )
Is MAV In 2n+1_1	 11 "1 Min On + 1	 19	 -011
(3.2)
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3. Elimination of Short Periodic Terms
a) No resonance with tesseral harmonics.
In this case, the short periodic terms are eliminated by
setting the coefficient of X equal to zero, that is
q	 2p	 Q	 (3.1)
so that
2
b) Resonance with tesseral harmonics. We consider two types:
b.1) s(A +	 r(s - 6) (Nodal resonance)
	
(3.3)
where s, r are integers mutually primes.
In this case the short periodic termsare eliminated by retaining
only integers R,, p, m satisfying the conditions
0 < p < z
z - 2p	 is	 (i	 integer)	 (3.4)






( -is + q)x - jr a	 (3.5)
lal = (j(r - s)I
k = FIgl + (j( r - s)j^	 k' _ [Iq) + Ij( r - s)I - 1^
2	 2
umx 0 2n- ' r-s	 u =min 2i 1	 a	 (	 IJ(	 )^ )^	 2	 (n, jJsl )
uj	 max (0, 2n + 1	 (j(r - s)I), u2 = min (2n + 1, (jsl)
b.2) s,^	 re	 (longitude resonance)	 (3.6)
where s, r are integers mutually primes. The short periodic











e	 j(sa	 re)Qmpq (3.8)	 i
_I al = I q + j(r - S)I
In both cases jqf is a free integer indicating the maximum power
I,





4. Development of Luni-solar -Potential in Nonsingular Variables.
C
`	 The disturbing function due to the moon or sun can be written as
( ^l
	 1 _
R' = s' n' 2r2 l
r, 3	 ^r 1 2 PQ (Cos	 (4.1)Q>2
where
m' +'m	
, m' = mass of disturbing body
no = mean motion in longitude of the disturbing body
a' = mean distance of disturbing body from earth
'	 geocentric elongation of the satellite from the perturbing
body	
a
r' _ geocentric distance of perturbing body
Using equatorial coordinates (a, s) and (a'. S') for the satellite and the
perturbing body, we have
cos	 - sin S sin 
So 
+ cos & cos d cos (a	 a )
and
Q






where e0 = 1, Em = 2 for m ¢ 0.




s n 2	 (r'+l sm 













Q-m	 P	 (sin d')
	 sin m a'









R6 at P,M (sin	 {C,'m cos m	 + S	 sin m	 1
zM (4.4)
By the usual transformation to orbital coordinates we have that
p
km
(sin 6) 1 C	 Cos M a + S 6 sin m altm
F	 (I) {A l m cos * xmp + B	 sin
Pmp	 t	 tm	 tmp (4.5)P=O
where
zMp
(k 2p)	 + f) + mo (4.6)
and for
k-m even: A M	 I t' m ,	 B tm	 I^m
(4.7)







R kI mp 9,a X F	 Ax'm COS	 + B^m sin	 zMpkmp	 Pmp (4.9)
Using Hansen's t,,k-2pcoefficients	 H	 x	 we have thatkpq	 L-2p+q,'
r)Ii
Cos




^kmpq = (k - 2p + q)	 - qW + (m + 2p - k)R	 (4.11)'
and
HRpq	
eI gI Lppq (Y)	 (4.12)
The functions LQpq are power series in Y = /1-e` or, in case q = 2p - Q,
they can be written in closed form in terms of Y . They will be given later








zmp (I) eJq( LQpq { Aim cos^zmpq + BQm sin^,mpq } (4.14)
Proceeding as in section (2), in terms of the nonsingular variables, one
finds
R 	 aQ J	 (c) L	 (r) {R	 CA' cos	 + B' sin	 7tmpq	 kmp	 Qpq	 Qmpq ^m	 Qpq	 um	 tpq
1
	




^zpG - (Q - 2p + q ) a.	 (4.16)	
a
If there is no resonance with the moon, or sun, the short periodic terms are 	 M
easily eliminated by setting q = 2p - Q. In this case the best form of the
disturbing function for a numerical integration approach is given by
R'	 = a J	 L	 { JR	 A'	 B
^mp(2p-t)
	





where A6, B^n depend- solely on the coordinates of the perturbing body as
defined by Eq. (4.7 ). In case of longitude resonance with the perturbing
body consider the expansions













^Qmpgp ^ - (Q
-2p + q)	 a - (^	 -2p')	 (w ` + f') - m 0' (4.21)




Son (Q -2p' ) f'	 =	 ^ 	 GRP, q ,	 (e') cos	 (k
q
















pgp ^ g ' +





Ozmpgp ' q '
(Q -2P + g ) a	 -2p 
	 + q') V + q W^	 _
a











-	 p	 p -	q	 g i













x (sin I2)Im+2p	 ) (4.26)
it
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t For a term	
RRmpq
in the geopotential, it is
n2a2	
^ae];-02m + S2	 eI9I(sin I	
l m+2p-zl	 (4.27 )




n 1	 = 130.1763583/day_




a 0 = 1.00000129 A.U. _ 23455.070154 ae
ae 6378.160 km
sin2IQ '= 0.16436694 + 0.06513528 cos N - 0.00127132 cos 2N
-N	 = 2480 .644 - 0 0 .0529538 (t - 1975.0) (t in days)
I^	 _ 230 .45229444 - 0 0 .0130125T - 00 .0000016T2 + 00.0000005T3
(T in Julian centuries from J. D. 24150.20.0)






_ u = 3.986009 x 10 5 km3/sec2
_ 2.975539774 x 10
15
 km3 /day 2







5. Elimination of Short Periodic Terms
If no resonance occurs with the moon or sun, short periodic terms are
eliminated by setting in R'kmpqp'q
q = 2p	 (5.1)
If resonance in longitude occurs of the type
s! = ra'	 (r, s integers)	 (5.2)
then short periodic terms are eliminated by retaining only integers k, p, q,
p', q satisfying the relation




6.	 The Inclination Functions	
FmP 
and limp
They can be defined by
. j2









	 (k-m- j) (6.2)imp	 2kP!(Q-	 )i	 jP
Q-mk	 =	 integral part of
	 2
j l	=	 max (0, -a)
j 2	 =	 min (2k - 2p, x - m)
a	 =	 m- Q+2p
d

















^. -a 	 a- ac 2 2j (1 - c 2 ) j + ^J,imp	 . 	 F jimp { 6.4).
J-Ji
Note that Jimp	 is a polynomial in
	 c = cos 2,	 of degree
	 U-'a( < 2t.






 s2 (k+ m) (k + m - 1) FQ-1, m-1,	
-1 +
+ 2cs.(x + m) F	 - c 2
 F `Z -1 1
 





2 ( R	 P) Fkmp	 c2(k + m) (k + m	 1) FQ-1, m-1, P
r
- 2cs (2 + m) FQ-1, m, p -
2











2R	 ^ ( ^-P	 P)
• c3k-m-2p-2k	 Sm-Q+2p+2k (6.7)
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The above relations are the real correspondentsP to those given b	 Allan.9	 Y
Setting now
FQmp
sum+2p- ij	 JRmp (c) (6.8)
and
,y
a = m + 2p - k (6,9)
we find
2pJ kmp = 
slot-21 	 s-Ia1+2 (Q {
	
m)	 (Q + m - 1) J	 +Y,-1, m-1, p-1
la-11	 -jaj +12c(x + m) s	 s	 JQ-1, m, p-1
2
- c	 J k-1, m+l, p-1 (6.10.1)
and
2(k - P) J	 = c2 (9, + m)	 ( k + m - 1)imp J Q-1, -m-1 , p
2c(R + m) sja+lj +^ S - laIJ	 -Q-1 , m, p
- sIa+2I+2'
	 s-^a^	
Jk (6.10.2)-1, m+l, p
2;3
Eqs. (6.10.1) and (6.10.2) are the final recurrence relations.




ac = -2P a--^	 (6.11)
	
aP	 ac	 aP	 ac
aJ 9,mp 




	RQ+m) 	 FQm	 (6.13)
	




















From the recurrence relations (6.10.1) and (6.10.2) we find the following
	
recurrence relations for J Qmp	 aJQmp/ac;
24
206P = - (la-21-lal+2) cs	 (,+m) (k+m-1)jZ-1, m-1, p-1
+ 
s
la-21-lal+2 (Q+m) (z+m-l) J'	 +9,-1 , m-1 , p-1
+2(2,+m) sla-11- 1a1 +1
 - ( Ia- 1j- jaj +l)c2Sla-11 -jal -1
. J R-1, m, 
p-1 + 2(.,+m) csI-Ial+l JQ-1,
 
m, p-1
2cJ Q-1, m+l, p-1	 c2J Q-1, m+l, p-1	 (6.16.1)
and
2(Q-p)JOY,mp- 2c(t+m)-(Z+m-1)J^-1, m-1, p +
+ c2 (z+m) (k+M-1)J k,
-1, m-1, p - 2(Y,+m) IS Ia+l 1 +1 1 0L I -
_ c2 (I a+l l+1-IaI) s 1a+1^-la^-1 JQ-1, M. p
3
2(Q+m) cs^a+11+1
-1a1 J. m, p +
+ (Ia+21+2 - I(xl) csla+21
- l a iJ
Z-1, m+i, p
a
la+21 +2-jals	 JZ-1, m+1 p	
(6.16.2)
The Eqs. (6.16.1) and (6.16.2) are the necessary recurrence relations for the
derivatives of the J functions.
j
t
^ I I i 1 ] -^
2^5
7. The eccentricity functions G^ pq
 and K^pq.
We begin considering the definition of Hansen's coefficients (Plummer,
1960)
(a) n exp(imf) _	 XJ,m exp ( ijM)	 (7.1)
j
inhere, for j >m:
	
j -m+k k 	 r
Xn,m =(-e)^ -m^ 2 - n- 1 ( l +Y ) n+l - l j -m i I	 y	 I	 r t-,^,j	 k=0 r=0 t=0
n-m+1n+m+1
	 j r+t













r+t-k	 ( 1 -Y) k (7.3)m-j+k-r 	 k-t
where
Y = (7.4)
The definition of the GQpq	 functions is



















for z=-n-1, 2p=-n-m-1, q =j-m, in Eq. (7.1) , or n=-t-1 , m=Q-2p,
j=L-2p+q =m+q . We see therefore that GQpq i s factored by e l q I and - the
remaining factor (K	 ) is a power series in 	 =
zpq
Making use of the expressions for Hansen's coefficients we find
GQpq = e
lgl KQpq 	 (7.7)
where for q>0:
K




=0 r! t !k=0	 r=0	 t
2p-2Q
	
-2p	 -2p+q'	 (1+Y)r+t-k 










	 2Q	 (1+Y)-Q-(q^	 Iq+k 




l lql+k-r	 (1+Y)	 -Y)
(7.9)
k-t	 2







2-2k-Iml	 (1--y2)k	 k,	 = -n-1- m (7.10)
( 2i
so that, for









K	 = -2k+1 P i - 1 	k-1	 2k+I 2p-k^
Qp(2p-k)	 k=0	 2k+12p-9,	 k
2-2k- 12p-kl (1 _Y2 )
k	 (7.12)
and
p, = Q - I.2P-Q I	 (always integer).	 (7.13)2
The following derivatives are necessary:
aK^P4 _ aKkpq 
ay
ag	 a 	 ac	 Y
	 ay
(7.14)




pq	 KkPq + (-1) lgl 2k ( 1 +Y)-k-lql
aY	 1+Y
l q l +k	 k	 r	 2p-2k	 -2p 	 f,-2p+, r+t
k-0 r^0 t-0 r t T. [Iql+k-r	 ^k-t	 2
	









Ago	 (-Z- 1 01)	 lal P,	 -Z-1q1
Dy	
=	




	 k	 t	 -2p	 2p-2t	
r+t
k^O	 r=O	 Jo	 r!t!19 J+k rl k-t I
•	
r+t-k-I	 k	 k-1
(1-+Y)	 E(r+t-k) (1 -y)	 k (1+y)(1-y) (7.16)




K -2-y 	 pikp(2p- 2Y - P, 1 1^	 Pk ODy	 Y	 =
2k +	 12p-zl 2 - 2k-12p-t	 k(l _Y2)k-1 (7.17)
k
We now obtain recurrence relations for these eccentricity functions.
In order to do this we use Hansen ' s notation which make relations much
easier to handle, and refer to the work of Tisserand (1889).
Recalling the definition of Hansen's coefficients
n	 n mexp(imf)	 X k 	exp(ikM) (7.18)a	
k
where	 n,m	 are integers ( positive, negative or zero) we observe that













1	 d	 r n
+	 ir-	 17Tdpi	 [(a)	
exp(imf)) exp (-ikM) dM
h 	
Y`




- — Ti c 	 {n(a)2- 7r l
n	 2
+	 (r)	 im exp [i(m-1)f] (a) ^ } exp (-ikM) dM
a	 r
and writing, sinf	 =	 [exp(if) - exp(- if)]/2i






mom' n-2,m+	 --^--- Xk
r or
n,m _	 2	 n 2,m _	 e	 n lm+l	 n l,m-1k^ Xk	 m(1-e )Xk-	 n 2 (Xk-	 - Xk-	 ) (7.19)
Since for the G	 functions	 n<0,	 the recurrence formula just found must
be used in the following order
t m(1-e2)	
Xn-2,m _ k	 Xn,m + n e (Xn-1,m+1	 _ Xn-1,m-1)
2	 k	 k (7.20 )k	 k
which is the final form to be used. 	 This relation is valid for any values
of	 n, m, k.	 Also, because of the integral definition we see that
xnk-m =	 Xk,m (7.21)
For the functions 	 GQpq	 the difference	 n-m (or	 n+m	 or -n+m	 or -n-m)
must be odd in order to have an integer value for p,	 since
_	 z-1 ,R-2p	 _









so that the recurrence relation yields
r;r; m-2a-1 m	 _m(1-e2) x 	 - k3I^e ' m-2a+1 mXk	 -z;





so that we have
j,

















X-m-2a,m-1	 __	 X-Q,Q-2p-1	 __ Gk	 R,-2p+q Q,-1 ,p,q+1
4





( R+1 ) 7Z (Gz-l,p-1,q-1	 Gk-l,p,q+l)	 (7.23)
When the G's corresponding to t-2 and z-1 are known, this relation gives
the values of G for Q.
we obtain, with Y = V'I-=-e, for q > 0
(^-2p)Y2 KRP9 = (Q-2p+q)Y 
Kz-2,p-1 ,q -
	
- (Q+1)	 [K _	 -_(1 -Y2) K _	 ]	 (7.25)2	 Q l,p	 1,p,q+1
^	
r
and for q < 0:





- (Q+1)	 [(1-Y2) K	 _ - K _
	
+ ]	 (7.26)
l, p 1,q 1	 Q l,p,q 1
The symmetry conditions (7.21) are written as
	GQpq	 GRgy,_p,_q	 (7.27)
so that we also have
K Qpq = Kk.,k-p,-q
(7.28)
The use of this relation decreases by 50% the number of functions to be
evaluated in any case.
x






For the derivatives of KAM with repsect to Y, it is now easy to
derive a recurrence relation, by dividing Eqs. (7.25) and (7,26) by Y2 and
differentiating. We easily find, for q > 0:
Y 2 ( Q -2p ) Kkpq _ (Q-2p+q)(-KQ-2,p-1 ,q + YKQ-2,p-1,q)
- Q21 {E	 Y KQ-1,p-1,q-1 + KQ-l,p-l,q-1]
+ ? KR-l,p,q+l	 (1 -Y 	 K PA p,q+l11
and for	 q < 0:
Y2(z -2p)K'	 - (Q-2p+q)(-K _
	 + Y K'	 +Qpq	 t 2,P-1,q	 R _ 2,p-1,q)
R2 1	 {^	
2 
Kk, - l ) p sq+l	 + KQ=1,p,q+1]}
+	 2_	 2L Y KQ-1, p-1, q-1	 (l	 Y)	 K'_ 1, p-1, q-1 3} 7.3(	 ^)
}
l
For	 q=2p-R,	 the recurrence relation is much simpler, namely for 2p-Q>0,
( Q-2p ) Y2 K	 _	 l`(^+1)	 [(1'Y2)	 K _





t and for	 2p-Q < 0
p
-(z_2p) y














p( 2p-k )	 -Y 	R,-1 p-I 2p-.z-1





and for 2p- z < 0:
2
y (k-2p) Ktl p(	 Y'+'	 (K
	









8. The eccentricity functions H
	 and L
















It is seen that, in opposition to the GP-pq functions n-m should be even
and n>0.	 Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) are still valid, so that forq>0:
L	 = (_ 1 ) jg 1 2-"-1 (1+Y)L+1-Iql	
lql+k	
k	 (-_,)r







Iqj+k-r	 k-t	 2	 (1+Y)	 (l-Y)
and for q < 0:
L	 = (- 1 )l q ^ 2-2Q-1 (1,^^^,+1-^q^ ^	
^ q^+k 	^	 (T  ^ t
Ypq	 k=0 r=0 t=0 r.t.




z- 2p + q r+t	 r+t-k	 k
jq( + k	 r	 k - t	 2	 (1+Y)	 (1-Y)	 (8.6)
For j =0 and n>0 we have
nm _ (_e)l m l 1+ 
n+l
- l m ( n+l - l m l 	 n+1-(m(	 n+1+gym)	 1	 k











y'+1-j2p-kj	 x-j2p-zj+1	 Z+12p-Ql+1	 1-Y k (8.9)















For the derivatives, we have, as in Eq.	 ( 7.14),
a^ Y	 aY
(8.10)















C	 (1+Y)	 (r+t+k)(1_Y) _
k=0	 r=0	 t=0	 Rpq
s
- k(1+Y)(1-Y)k-1 (8.11)
where, for q > 0
Okrt __( 1) r 2p+1 2z-2p+1 1 Q-2p+g r+t (8.12)
xpq r!	 t! lq'l+K-r k-t 2
a and for q<0
Okrt __ I)	 2Q-2p+1	 ^2p+1	 -2p+Q r+t
8.13)




















The recurrence relation appropriate for these functions is given by
(7.19) since now n > 0. Considering that
 H	 = Xk, R-2pQp4-2p+q
we easily find
i
( R- 2p+q )Y H^pq = (Q-2p)Y2 HQ-2, p-1, q
Re1	
.ry	 {






we have, for q > 0:
( t-2p+q )Y L	 _ (Z-2p ) y2 L
^ -Qpq	 2, p-1, q
k2
— tL (1-Y ) L	 ]	 (8.17.1)2	 ^-1 ^ p-1 , q-1	 ^-1, p ^ q+1
and, for q < 0
(A,-2p+q)yL^Pq
 `° ( .Z-2p )Y 2 ^-x-2, p-1, q
- z j(1-Y2) L	 L	 ]	 (8.17.2)2	 R-1, p-1, q-1	 Z-1, p, q+1
38
When q = 2p - t we obtain, for 2p - 9 > 0,
2
(1-y2)	 L





(	 y	 )	 2, p-1,	 2p-9,R- 2p) 2 L _' (8.18.1)
s





R-1 	 p, 2p-R+1	 2 





Recurrence relations for the derivatives follow from (8.17) and (8.18):
a q	 >	0::
t	 E (Q-2p+q)Y2LQPq	 (Q-2p)Y2 Lk-2, p-1 1, q- (Q-2P)Y3 L2_2, p-1, q 1
'p
2	 k-1, p-1, q-1	 YLR-1, p-1, q- 1 +




a (Q-2p+q)y2 L2 pq = (R-2p)y2 LQ_	 p-1, q -	 (z-2P)y3 L2-2, p-1, q
Kf y
2
1(1 +Y2 ) 
LQ_1, P-1, q-1 Y(1+y 2 ) L^_ 1, p-1, q-1	 -
fl



























^-1, p, q+l + -y 	 p, q+1 J	 (8.19.2)
q=2p-R>0:
2 (1_y2)2 
LR-1, p, 2p-R+l _ ^ y ^'t-1, p-1, 2p-t-1
R (
	 2) 	 L+ 2 1 y) L ^-1, p-1, 2p-^-1 - -2, p-1, 2p- .t
- (Z-2p)y2









They are defined by (2.18) and (2.19). Expressions for the deriva-
tives -are easily found using equations (2.11) in the form
E




__	 -(	 + in)q (P	 iQ) a 	(^ _ in)q (P + iQ) 01 (9.2)mpq
together with (2.17).
Distinction must be made of the cases q > 0, q < 0, a > 0, a < 0

























i a IRQm' pq
DRMPQ
= -a t








m+ 1	 (a < 0)
1
a	 m+ 2p - Q .
In order to oLtai n recurrence relations we observe that Eqs . (9.1)- andi
(9.2) may also be written as
(C + in) q (p - iQ)a 
=Rq a + i Iqa
(9.5)q	 a -(	 - in)	 (p + iQ)	 = Rqa = i Iqa
where the indices of R, I have been compressed for simplicity of nota-
tion, and when q	 and/or a are negative the changes (2.17) must be
considered.




+l ,a + i Iq+l ,a - (	 + i n) (Rqa + i Iqa)
,i
(	 Rq a - n I qa) + i (n Rqa + C Iqa)
so that
-	 Rqa - n IqaRq+l ,a
(q -'q+1)	 (9.6)=I	 nR	 +I
q+1,a	 qa	 qa
41





ate	 a RRm' pq
where
m 1 { a > 0)
iE
If q < 0, we must change q -} -q and n	 in the expressions, for R
and I, that is, for q < 0,
(	 - in) -q (p - q) a = Rqa + i Iq a
{
}
Multiplication by (g - in) gives
R +1 a +il +1 a = (E	 in) (Rqa+ijga)q	 ^	 9 g
_ (	 Rqa + n Iqa) + i (-n Rqa +	 Iqa)
so that, for q < 0
k
Rq+l a	 Rqa	 qa
'	
(q -' q	 + 1) (9.7)
1	 Iq+l ^a =	
-n
 Rqa + ^ Iqa
For the recurrence relations in a the same reasoning holds but we shall
obtain opposite results because of the definitions (9.5), so that, for
a> 0
Rq,aRqa+ n	 qa+l	 m.,m+ 1 ) 9.8




itq ,a+l =	 Rqa - n Iqa
i	 (m	 m + 1) (9.9)








€ j 	 On the other hand we note that if Q i ncr, eases by one unit a decry
by one unit so that relations (9.8) and (9.9) are useful when m
increases by one unit. For the Q case we have, solving for Rqa,
in (9.8) and (9.9) and changing from a to a - 1, for a > 0
2	 2
(	 + n) Rq,a-1 _ Rqa - n iqa
2 + n2) ^q,(x-1
	
n Rqa + Iq 
and for a<0
(z } Q + 1) kv.IU)
W(^2 ,+ n2) Rq,a- 1	 ^ Rqa + T'
+1) (9.11)
(2 + 
n2) [q,a-1 - -n Rg a + Iqa
When q is negative it is important to have a recurrence relation for
a
^`	 W	 h 11 find from (9 11) changing n to -n.the change q -* q - 1.	 e s a.
( 
2 + n2) Rq- 1 ,a = 'Rqa - n *qa 	
(q } q - 1) (9.12)	 r
( 2 4. n 2 ) Ig-1 , a ° n Rqa + Iq'a
r
Finally, when p increases by one unit, a increases by two units. The
relations (9.8) and (9.9) should be used but by increasing (A two steps.	
E
For a+1>0 one - has from (9.8)
Rq,a+2	 q,aR +l + n
	
Iq,a+l
1q,a+2	 n Rq ,a+1 + Iq,a+l




Rq	 +2 = ^ 2 - n2 ) Rga + 29n Iqa^ a
(pip+1)	 (9.13)
3
Iq,a+2 - ^ g2 - n2) Iqa - 2gn Rqa
a
For a + 1 < 0, from (9.9)
Rq ^ a+2 =	 Rq ^ a+l -n I a ,a+l
Iq,a+2,- n Rq,a+l +	 Iq,a+l
Considering a < - 1	 (a < 0)', the use of (9.9) in the right-hand members
3
of these, gives for 	 <
Rq	 +2 _ 0;	 - n2) Rqa - M Iqa^a
(p-gyp+1)	 (9.14)
Lq 
,a+2 = ( 2 - n2 ) Iqa + 2 ^n Rqa 1	 ^
The only cases not considered by.(9.13) and (9.14) are a =0 and a=-1,
when a increases by two units. 	 The case a = 0 is covered by (9:13).
Let us analyse the case a = -1 when a increases by two units. 	 In the i
first step, Eqs. 	 (9.9) should be used.	 In the second step a = 0
changes to a = 1.	 In this case either relations (9.8) or (9.9) can be
used, so that this case is covered by (9.14) 	 which is valid for
a <-1 therefore, while 9.13 is valid for 	 > 0.







bdin u^Z + bdwaI u _	)	b` L
+d`w` II (8*SL*6) (0	
^)	Z	Z









	bdwL: (Zu _ 	= b` L+d`w` zI
bdw^I 
u 
Z + bdwza (u _	)	b`L+d`w`^a
Z	Z
bdw s+ bdw,6 u _ b` d` L++u`
(9'9l'6) (0 '
	
bdwz	_ bdww	= b` d` L+w` la I	2i
bdw,6 + bdw , U_ = b` d` L+w` ^I
(0
	
70)bdw,6u + bdwia = b` d` L+w` a
3i




bdw,6i u + bdw,6a = b` d`w` L+% ( u +	) Z	Z
(£'SL'6) (0 < 10)
(Z'SL'6) (0 > b)
bdw,6i ^ + bduiza u _ b`d`w` L+'61 ( u +	) -	Z	Z
bdwzj	_ bdw,63
	_ b` d`w` L+'4a ( u +	)
Z	Z
bdw,wi 3 + bdw,68 = L-b`d`w`,J (u + Z_	Z
bdwz'i
 u _ bdw,6a	= L-b'd'w',6a ( u +	)
Z	Z











Equations (9.15.1) through (9.15.8) are all recurrence relations neces-
sary for R and I .
For the derivatives, no recurrence relations are necessary in




10. Short Table for J^mu
m p	 ^ a^ _	 ^m+2p-.Ri JRmp(c),	 c = cos 2
2
0 0 2 -c2
2 0 1 0 -2+3c2- 3 c4
2 0 2 2 _ 3 c2
2- 1 0 1 3 c3
2 1 1 1 3c-6c3 i
2 1 2 3 -3c
2 2 p
- 0 3 c4
2 2 2 6 c2
2 2 2 4 3	 -
3 0 0 3 -5 C32
3





25 c3 	 ^5	 5
3 0 3
3 c3
3 1 0 2
- 25 c4
f 3 1 1 0
_9c2+30 c4 - 25 c6
3 1 2 2 +45 c2 _ 85 -c4
Y	 3 1 3 4 -isc2
3 2 0 1 315 c
48
Q m p  Im}2p-XI JQmp(c),	 c = cos
3 2 1 1 30 cs - 45 c5
3 2 2 3 15c-45 c3
3 2 3 5 - 15 c r
3 3 0 0 15 c6
3 3 1 2 45 c4
3 3 2 4
45 c2
3 3 3 6 15
4 0 0 4 c4
4 0 1 2 c2'	 c4+ c6
a 4 0 2
-	
0 3 _ 15 C2 + 1358	 2	 -	 4
c4 _ 105 c6
2

















1 _ 15 c	
135 ^3 _ 315
2+
	 2	 2
c5 + 105 c7
` 4 , 1 3 3 15 ^ _ 105 c 3 +2	 2 7Q c5
u
4 1 4 5 25 c3
4 2 0 2 105	 6-	 2	 c
4 2 1 p _ 25 c4 + 45 c6 - 30 c8
.f








Q m p J ul 	=	 ^m+2p-Rl
I	 i
J^mp(;c) >	 c = cos 2
a
4 2 3 4 - 15 + 105 c2 - 210 c42
6_ 1-	 c2N 4 2 4
4 3 0 1 105 c7
4 3 1 1 315 c5 - 420 c7
4 3 2 3 315 c 3 - 630 c5
4 3 3 5 - 105 c+ 420 c3
n
4 3 4 7
- 105 c
4 4 0 0 105 c8
4 4 1 2 420 c6
4 4 2 4 630 c4
4 4 3 6 420 c2





KQp4u p 4 R p 4 k
2 0 _2 2 2 2 0
2 0 -1 2 2 1 -+-6 e2 + ...
2 0 0 2 2 0 1 -,2 e 2 + ^.6 e4 + ...
2 0 1 2 2 -1 116 e 2 +	 ...
2 0 2 2 2 ' _2 1'7 _	 115 e2 +	 ...'£-
2 1 -2 2 1 2 4+ 4 e2 + ...
2 1 -1 2 1 1 3 + 27 e2 + ...'^




-0 -2 3 3 2 $+e2 + ...
3 0 -1 3 3 1 -1+4e2+..
3 0 0 3 3 0 1- 6 e2 + 423 e4 + ... :
3 0 3 3 -1
2
5- 22 e2 +	 ...




3 1 -2 3 _2 2 81+	 e2+i6 i
a
3 1
-1 3 2 1 2 -5/2(1-e)
3 1 0 3 2 0 1+2e2 +23e4
3 1 1 3 2 -1 3+ 14 e2 + .. ,
3 1 2 3 2 -2 5$+	 e2 + ...
51
KzpqQ P q z P q
4 0 -2 4 4 2 2- 3 e2 + ..'
4 0 -1 4 4 1 3+75e2+.._ 2
	 16
4 p 0 4 4 0 1	 11 e2
 + 1 89 e4 + ..,
f 4 0 1 4 4 _1
13 _ 765 e2 + .,
2
4 0 2 4 4 _2
5f _ -3 r e2 + ,..
4 1 -2 4 3 2 (1 - e2)-7/2
4 1 -1 4 3 1 + 33 	 +
4 1 0 4 3 p 1+e2+16 e4+...
9	 3	 2
y 4 1 2 4 3 _2 53 _ L
7 
9 e2 + ...4
9
4 2 -2 4 2 2
5 + 155 e2 + ..
12
4 2 -1 4 2 1
5+ 135 e2 + ...
2	 16
4 2 0 4 2 0 (1 + 2 e2 )(1 - e2) 7^2 a
E
Y
LzpqQ p q p q




-1 2 2 1 - 3+yT e2+ ••
2 0 0 2 2 1	
5 e2 + 23 e4 + ..
- 2	 ^16	 '
2 0 1 2 2 -1 1- 1-8 e2 + •••
2 0 2 2 2 _2 1	 _ 2 e2 + .. .
•2 T -2 2 l 2 _ 4 + I e2 + ,..




1 0 1+	 e2
3 0 -2 3 3 2
57	 65	 2
—8- 16e	 + ...






3 0 0 3 3 0 1 - 6 e2 + 564 e4 + ...
	
;
3 0 1 3 3 -1
3 - 57 e2+
2	
8	 ...
3 0 2 3 3 '2 18 " 116 e2 + ...
`	 3 1 -2 3 2 2 11 + 48 e2 +






k	 3- 1 0 3 2 0 1+2 e2 -	 e4+,..MY




Q p q R p q. KRp4
3 1 2 3 2 -2 8+ 16 e2 +	 .. .
4 0 -2 4 4 2 14 -	
1637 e2 +	 ...
4 0 -1 4 4 1 -6-93e2+...
4 0 0 4 4 0 1- 11 e2 + 283 e4 + ...
4 0 1 4 4 -1 2-	 e2 +	 ...
4 0 2 4 4 -2 3- 21	 e2 +	 ...





4 1 -1 4 3 1 -4 - 3 e2 +




4 1 1 4 3 1 2 e2 -`4 e4 + ...




4 2 -2 4 2 2 2-je2+..,
13 	 2







^3. Short Tables for R9,MPQ, [Qmpq
(a = m+2p-k)
q a RRmpq g mpq
s 0 0 1 0
0 l P _Q
f 0 2





l Cp + nQ np _ ^Q
1 2(p2_a2) + 2n pQ n(p2_Q2) _ 2	 PQ
r
2 0 2 - n 2 2^n
F.
2 1 P(c2_n2) + 2Q n Q(^2_n 2 ) + 2P^n
pp 2 2 (2_n2)(.a2_Q2.) + %PQ -2(g2-n2)PQ' +..2(p2-4z)^n





° l _..l P -nQ np+ 0
1
-2(PZ
-Q2) - 2nPQ n(p2-42)T ZPQ
2 -1 PU2-n2) - 2Q En -Q(c2-n2) + 2P ^n	 3
2 -2 (2-n2)(P2-Q2) - %PQ 2(E2-n2) PQ + 2(P2-Q2')^n
_2 0 2 - n2 -2^n
-2 r P( Z -n 2 )	 -_2QErn QU	 n2 ) - 2PCn
-2 2 U _n 2)(P2-Q2) - %PQ -2(^	 n2)PQ - 2 ( p2-Q 2 ) n
0 - n
F _^ lP- nQ -nP -Q
r
-1 2(p2_Q2) _ 2npQ -n(p2_Q2) _ 2pQ
z
-2 -1 2 )PU -n	 + 2Q^n -Q(^	 n2) - 2Pcn
55
.	 q	 a Rzmpq Qmpq
I	
-2	 -2 (2^n2)(P Q2 ) + 4^nPQ 2(52-n2)PQ - 2(P2-Q2) En
E + nQ -np + EQ
-1	 -2 ^(P2-Q2) + 2nPQ 2_ 2)+ 2cPi^







m = - 2p
J _ m + q
m= - Q - 1
GP-p4 = Ol m m = Q- 2p








Let the force per unit mass of the satellite be a and the unit
vector from the earth to the sun's position be r^. The force due to
radiation pressure is then, per unit mass,
F = - Q r@
and the disturbing function, in absence of shadow is
Rp=-a r0r
where r is the radius vector of the satellite. If	 is the geocentric
d
elongation of this from the sun
3
RP	-a r cos	 (14.1)
Transforming to orbital elements and observing that the average value
of (r/a) cosf with respect to the satellite's mean anomaly is -2 e, we
find, for the long periodic part of Rp,
4
R =	 as {2/1-P 2 -Q 2 (nP - ^Q) sine sin u' +
[ fl -2Q2 ) + 2nPQ] cos u' + [n(1-2P 2 ) + 2EPQ] cos E sin u'} (14.2)
where
S
u' = fe + we	
s










If the eccentricity of the sun is neglected, a^ can be substituted
f	 for u' and
a^ = 2790 .041 + 00 .985 647 4 (t - 1975.0)
where t is days.








as {-2 14 2-Q2 Q sin E sin u' +
3
r
+ (1-2Q2 ) cos u + 2 PQ cos s sin u'}
1
`R a 2 as {2 3 1-p`-QZ P sin a sin u' +	
4	 ,
+ 2 PQ cos u' + (1-2 P2 ) cos a sin,u'T
3
-1/2G
A= 3 as {-(1-P2-Q2)
	
[n(I-42)	 PQJ sin a sin u'+aP
k	
+ nQ cos u' + (Q - 2nP) cos g sin u'}r F
I
3 as {-(1-P2-Q2)	 Edi -P2 ) + in PQ] sin a sin u' +
+ (nP	 2^Q) cos u' + P cos E sin u') 	 (14.3)	 i
If short periodic terms are to be included, the elliptic expansions'






Because of the recurrence relations for the G's and H's it is seen that
3
initial large values of	 q	 may be necessary to 'evaluate low values of q for
-	 large degrees and orders.	 The functions necessary to start the recurrence
relations are the following:
` ORPq
XJ ,m
k p	 q n m	 j
2 0	 q -3 2	 2+q
2 1	 q -3 0	 q
3 0	 q -4 3	 3+q
3
1	







2 1	 q 2 0	 q
3 0	 q 3 3	 3+q
3- 1	 q 3 1	 +q
The	 X^'m	corresponding to the above (n, m, j) sets for -20-< j < 20, are
listed in the following tables reproduced from Vol. XVIII of the Astronomical
Papers of the Nautical Almanac Office, U. S. Naval Observatory.	 Note that
the exponent of	 (R/A)	 is	 n, the argument of Exp (MIF)	 is m	 and each










EXP(+1 LM),	 EY.P(-1 1H)((-1,	 -1)/1)	 E0)	 +((+1,
	 +1)/8)
	
E(3)	 +((-1,	 -1)/192)	 E(5)	 +((+1,	 +1)/9216) E(7)
• t(-1,	 -1)/7	 37280)









	 + ( (-1 ,	 -1 )/9531 7	 82923
	 77:00)	 E (1 1)
^((+1,	 +1)/345
	
19618	 52559	 34000)	 E(19)










	 -1)/34560)	 E(30)	 +((+1 + 	+1)/12 09600)	 E(12)
	 +((-1.	 -1)/580	 60800)
	
E.(14)









EYP (+3 iM) ,	 EXP (-3 LM)((-I,	 -1)/8)	 E(3)	 +((+9.	 +9)/128)	 E(5)
	 +((-A1,	 -81)/5120)	 E(7)
+((+81,	 +81)/40960)	 E(9)	 +((-729,	 -729)/45 87520)	 E(11)
+ ((+6561 ,
	 +6561)/7340 03200)	 E(13)	 +((-2187,





	 77147,	 -1	 77147)/57874	 68431 36000)	 E(19)
EXP(+4LM),	 F.	 .	 (-4LM)((-1,	 -1)/12)	 E(4)	 +((+1,	 +L)/15)
	 E(6)	 +((-1,	 -1)/45)
	 E(8)	 +((+4,	 +4)/945) E(10)




+ ((+8,	 +:3)/491	 16375)	 E(18)	 +((-1,	 -0/1473	 49125)
	
E(20)
EXP(+5LM),	 EXP(-5,M)((-25,	 -25)/384)	 E(5)	 +((+625,
	
+625)/9216)	 E(7)	 +((-15625,
	 -15625)/5	 160x6) E(9)
+((+3	 90625,











-2441	 40625)/1506 80814 51648) 	 E(17)
+((+61035  15625.+61035 15625)/5 06287 73837
	 53728)
	 E(19)


















EXP (+7 LM) ,	 EXP (-7 LM)
((- 2401,
	 -2401)/46080)	 E(7)	 +((+1	 17649,	 +1	 17649)/14 74560)	 E(9)
+((-57 64801,	 -57 64801)/1061	 68320)	 E(II)
+((+21 824	 75249,	 +2824	 75249)/1
	
27401	 98400)	 E(13)
+((-1	 38412	 87201,	 -1	 38412
	 87201)/224 22749	 18400)	 E(15)
+((+67 82230	 72849,	 +67	 82230	 7.2649)/53814 59804 16000)	 E(17)
+((-3323  29305
	 69601,	 -332329305 69601)/167
	 90154 58897 92000)	 E(19)











	 +((-16384,	 -16384)/14 03325)	 E(16)







-10	 48570/19155 38625) E(20)
E XP O IW4) . EXP (-9 LM)
((-59049,	 -59049)/11
	
46830)	 E(9)	 +((+47	 32969,	 +47 82969)/458	 75200)	 E(11)




+((+34867 84401,	 +3466'1 84401)/6
	 45922 81600)
	 r(15)




	 +2287 67924 54960/3 76185 441803 84000)
	
E(19)
EXP (+%0 LM) ,
	
EXP (-10 LM)((-15625. 	 -15625)/2 90304)	 E(1O)	 f((+3 90625,
	
+3 90625)/31 9334.4) 	 L(12)-
+','(-97	 65625,	 -97	 65625)/766	 40256)	 E(14)	 +((1, 2441 	 4. 0625,
	 +2441	 4'0625)/29889 69934)	 E (1 G)
+((-61035	 15625,	 -61035 15G25)/16 7333 19104)	 E(16)
*((+61035	 15625,	 +61035 15625)/50 21469	 57312)	 E(20)







+2 59374 24601)/17 83627
	
77600)	 E(13)
+((-313 84283 76721,	 -313 84283 76720/1854 97288 70400)	 E(15)
*((+37974 98335 3 3 241,	 +37974 98335 83240:3
	
11635 44502 27200)	 E(17)
-((-45 94972 98635 72161s -45 94972 98635 7:1161)/747 92506 80545 28000) E(1g)
EXPC+12LM), EXP(-12LM)((-243. -243)/3850) E(12) +((+4374,  +4374)/25025) E(14)
+((-39366,  -39366)/1 75175) F(16) +((+1 57464, +1 57464)/8 75875) E(18) 	 PRIG
+((-1 77147, -1 77147)/17 51750) E(20)prj j^y^ -PAGBEXP (+13 LM) , EXP (-33 LM) 	 POOR QLIA
((-13 78584 91849, -13 78584 91849)/196 19905 53600) E(13) 	 `^
+((+2329 80851_22431, +2329 80851 22481)/10937 14710 01600) E(15)
r((- 3 93737 63856 99289, -3 93737 63956 9)289)/13 18457 65201 52000) E(17)
+((+665 41660 -91331 79841, +665 41660 91831 79841)/2531 43869 1876a 54000) E(19)	 i






EXP(+14tH), EXP( -14iM) CONTINUED
(01 38412 872 01, +1 38412 87201)/5 33744 64000) E(16)
+ ((-67 82230 72 1,149. -67 82230 72c349)/170 79828 48000) E.06)
+((+3323 29305 69 G01 , , +3323 29305 69601)/8710 71252 48000) E(20)
EXP(+151M), EXP(-15LM)((-2 13574 21075, -2 13574 21875)/23 51159 05024) E(i5)
+((+480 54199 21875, +480 54199 21875)/1504 74179 21536 1
 E(17)
+((-1 04121 94824 21875, -1 08121 94824 21875)/2 04644 68373 28896) E(19)
EXP(+16iM), EXP(-16iM)
((-671 08864, -671 08864)/6385 12875) E(16)((+42949 67296, +42949 67296)/108547 18875) F08)
+((-6 87194 76736, -6 87194 76736)/9 76924 69875) E(20)
EXP (+17 kfi) , EXP (-171M)
((-168 37762 65594 00929, -168 37782 65594 00929)/1371 19595 80999 68000) E(17)
*((+48G61 19187 56668 68481, ♦48661 14187 56668 68481)/98726 10098 31976 96000) E(19)
EXP (+1 8 iM) , EXP (-18 iM) a
((-28 24295 36481, -28 24295 36481)/195 16456 96000) E(18)
+((+2287 GI924 54961, +2287 67924 54960/3708 12682 24000) E(20)
EXP(+191M), EXP(-19 LM)((-2 68441 41356 76211 67681, -2 88441 41356 76211 67681)/16 78343 85271 43608 32000) E(19)
EXP(+201M) . EXP(-20LM)


















(R/A)+2 EXP( 27F) 	 R QUAcrirli^
(+5/2) E(2)





+(( + 1135, -1.091)/15360) F(7)
	
+((+1 030471 -1 03150)/22 L1840) E(9)
+((+;1 07 00211, -206 99915)/6!93 15200) E:(11)
t((+5035 62396. -5035 62463)/1 9818 1) 8G400) E(13)
+((+60 34703 91705, -60 34703 91181)/2996 49 ,166 36800) E(15)
+((+7892 91238 51345, -7892 91238 51676)/4 79439 14618 88000) E(17)
+((+17 44220 78782 68437, -17 44220 78782 68165)/1265 71934 59384 32000) E(19)
6	 EXP (+2 LM) , EXP (-2 IM)
tt	 ((+1, +o)/I) F(0)	 +((-5, +0)/2) E(2)
	
+((+23, -1)/16) E(4) +((-325, -33)/1440) E(6)
+((+425, -173)/11520) E(8) +((+7049, -7965)/8 06400) E(20)
+(0 )10, -2039	 27)/29 43040) Et12) +((+315307, -32 15884)/6096 38400) E(14)
+((+4025 25525, -4025 23849)/9 75421 44000) E(16)
+((+19 30571 35975, -19 30571 49937)/5794 00335 36000) E(18)
+((+79 90203 37852, -79 90203 37065)/28970 01676 80000) E(20)
EXP 0. 3 LM) , EXP' (-3 LM)((+1 , +0).1) E(1)
	
+((- 19, +0)/0-) E(3) +((f1070, -17)/640) E(5)	 +(C-479, -7)/102.4) E(7)
I	 +((+45647, -3440/5 73440) E(9) +((-1 45838, -1 80025)/458 75200) E(11)
+((+24 25234, -20 81925)/73.10 03200) E(13)
+((+4343 34405, -4389 31479)/20 55208 96000) E(15)
+((+2 41527 86691, -2 41410 35940)/1446 86710 7,3400) E(17)
+((+77 68879 89119, -77 69013 93242)/57874 68431 36000) E(19)
EXP ( +a 1M) , EXP (-4 LM)
r	 ((+i, +0) /1) E(2)	 +((-5, +0)/2) E(4)	 +((+1515, -11)/720) E(6)
+((-8239, 17)/10080) E(8) +((+15113, -265)/80640) E(10)
+((-5 40423, -42745)/217-72800) E(12) +((+3 66135, -1 28567)/870 91200) E(14)
1	 +((+613 21095, -751 00039)/6 70602 24000) E(16)
+((+86065 76319, -84914 95103)/965 66722 56000) E(18)
+((+53 34146 52347, -53 38282 53435)/75322 04359 68000) E(20)
EXP (+5 LM) , EXP (-5 LM)
((+25, +0)/24) E(3) +((-1075, +0)/384) E(5)	 +((+58975, -225)/21504) E(7)
+((-83 32100, +3975)/61 93152) E(9) +((+593 28750, -3 44375)/1486 35648) E(11)
+((-1830 19425, -25 27450)/23781 70368) E(13)
+((+2 23134 86175, -16689 56925)/138 35109 31456) E(15)
+((-10 21716 55850, -14 17248 28525)/2.1095 32243 23072) E(17)
+((+2752 86417 55225, -2335 99405 83350)/43 87827 06591 98976) E(19)
EXP (+6 LM) , EXP (-G LM)
+0)/8) c(4)	 +(( - 261, +0)/80) E(6)	 +((+16317, -36)/4480) E(8)
+((-19215, +18)/8960) E(SO)
	
+((+1 405301 -3G9)/l 79200) E(12)
1	 +((-7 65567, -2070)/39 42400) E(14)	 +((+112 89267, -1 88055)/3153 92000) E(16)	 r
+((-2526 71913, -250 15851)/5 74013 44000) E(18)
+((+4014 43965, -1612 32633)/45 92107 5200011 E(20)
EXP (+71M) , EXP (-"1 LM)
( (+2401, +0)/1920) E(5) +((-12005, +0)/3072) E(7)	 +((+649 13436, -88837)/132 71040) E(9)
+((- 1 7771 60175, +16 01467)/5308 41600) E(II)
+((+13 60754 14475, -2048 19706)/9 34281 21600) E(13)
+((-1475 13936 36501, -34184 59765)/3363 41237 76000) E(15)
+'((+1369(3 72417 3732G, -64 44040 94677)/1 39917 95490 81600) E(17)
P((-91411 99586 41617, -1640 20973 07211)1'55 96718 19632 64000) E(19)
EXP (+81t•}) , EXP (-8 LM)((+64, +0)/45) E(6) +((-1504, +0)/315) E(8)	 +((+31260, -28)/4725) E(L0)
-((-4 81646, 4.360/93555) E(12)	 +((+48 54553 F -4889)/18 71100) 'E (14)	 3
+((-2236 89557, +80725)/2432 43000) E(16)
+((+1 49079 14567, -265 23975)/6 12972 36000) E(18)
+( (-3 031,02 61345, -1171 62910/61 29723 60000) E(20)
EXP (+91M) , EXP (-9lM)
((+59049, +0)/35840) E(7) +((-13 58127, +0)/2 29376) E(9)
+((++15370 299151 -27-75303)/5046 27200) E(11)
+((-6  31884 52998, +389 13290/80740 35200) E(13)
+((+376 15280 01543, -27744 17265)183 96996 60800) E(15)
+((-85870 99733 702491 +40 66120 04490)/47023 18100 48000) E(17)
+((+2 10658 63199 85945, -192 14141 29533)/3 76165 44803 84000) E(19)
EXP (+IOIM) , EXP (-10 LM)((+15625, +0)/806.1) E(8) +((-3 59375, +0)/88384) F(20)
+((+4G97 34375, -2 03125)/383 20128) E(12) +((- 1 17440 18125* +57 96875)/9963 23328) E(14)
+((+42 11380 46875, -2396 09375)/5 57941 06368) E(16)







(R/A) +2 EXP(2iF) CONTINUZD
EXP (+10 1M) , EXP (- 10 LM) CONT I NUED
+((+487 96125 312.50, -29035 46375)/401 71756 58496) E(20)
EXP(+1l 1M) , EXP( -111M)
((+2143 58881, +0)/928 97280) E(9)
	 +((-3 49404 97603, +0)/37158 91200) E(I1)
+((+1294 68476 94638, -40728 :8739)/77 29053 69600) E(13)
+((-@ 86332 01441 75495, +271 57`26 63389)/38954 43062 78400) [05)
+((+388 66004 310?.G 08585, -17596 33469 53042)/31 16354 45022 72000) E(17)
+((-6389 60150 01089 30884, +2 511904 90724 00505)/997 23342 40727 04000) E(19)
EXP (+12;M), EXP(-12 LM)((+486, +0)/175) E(10)
	 +((-4617, +0)/38:0 E(12)
	 +((+321 30189 0
 -7533)/14 01400) E(3.4)
+((-3666 93075, +1 16883)/140 14000) E(16)
	
+((+22733 56125, -3 35677)/1121 12000) E(18)
+((-21 89795 96529, +769 22865) 31 90590 40000) E(20)
EXP(+13W), £XP{-13LM)
((+13 78584 91849, +0)/4 08748 03200) E(11)
+((-'1006 36699 04977, +0)/65 39968 51200) 1(13)
+((+51 77758 16611 06665, -923 65189 53883)/1 64807 20650 24000) E(15)
+((-1315 24769 74737 89944, +21078 56340 37121)/21 09532 24323 07200) E(17)
+((+91 66598 30373 89734 10012, -141 26070 15593 41471)/14344 81925 39686 96000) E(19)
EXP (+14114), EY.P(-14 LM)((+2824 75249, +0)/684 24800) E(12)
	
+((-1 .4123 76245, +0)/711 65952) E(14)
+((+613 25376 55790, -8474 25747)/14 23319 04000) E(16)
+((-2 47400 24083 66202, +52 28616 85859)/4355 35626 24000) E(18)
+((t 53 91740 4:,804 95457, -1359 12966 05635)/1 04528 55029 76000) E(20)
EXP(+15(M) , EXP(-15LM)((+2 13574 21875, +0)/41984. 98304) E0.1) +((-604 41 503 90625, +0)/23 51159 05024) E 0 5)
+((+15  12430 10156 25000, -164 45214 84375)/25580 61046 66112) E07)
+((-170 14148 79785 15625, +2962 27441 40625)/2 04644 68373 28896) E(19)
EXP(+161M). EXP(-16LM)((+2684 35456, +0)/425 67525) E04) +((-71135 39584, +0)/2128 37625) E(L6)
+((+7 c)2 91974 94272, -6878 65850/9 76924 69875) E(18)
+((-22502 00894 66880, +3 25226 33216)/185 615G9 27625) E(20)
EXP (+17 LM) , EXP (-17 LM)( (+168 37782 68594 00929, +0)/21 42493 69453 12000) E(15)
+(( - 11954 825GB 57174 65959, +0)/274 23919 16199 93600) E(17)
+((+696 87709 72292 51782 91733, -48.82 95697 02226 26941)/6 25265 3568S 3 51, 854 0('+000) E(19)
EXP (+18 W) , EX.P (-16 1M)
{(+20 24295 36481, 40)/2 87006 72000) E(16)
+((-55b3 86186 86757, +0)/97 58226 48000) E(18)
+((+113 52114 00„08 55545, -649 58793 39063)/74162 53644 80000) E(20)
EXP(+19LM), EXP(-19LM)
((+2 88441 41356 76211 67681, +0)/23310 33128 76994 56000) E(17)
+((-83 64800 99346 10138 62749, +0)/1 11889 59018 091573 88800) E(19)
EXP (+20 LM) . EXP (-20 1M)
( (+1 22070 31250, +0)/7815 39759) E(18) +((-145 87402 34375, +0)/1 48492 55421) E(20)
EXP (+21 LM) , EXP (-21 LM)
((+1962 37131 72043 69449, +0)/99 19012 22174 72000) E (19)
EXP (+22 LM) EXP (-22 LM)





(-5/2) E(l) +(-15/8) E(3)
"P0100 . EXP(-iLM)
(%+1 , w)/1) E(0)	 #((+16o +11)/ 13) E(2)
	 +((-123, +29)/192) E(A)
♦ (( - 5`)2 , + 7;+5), e 921 G) E (G)
	 + ((- 3653„ +3G1?3.0/7 37280) E(3)
+(( - ? ? i 95936, +28 96..I51/88A :73600) E(10)
	 +((-3537 10931, +3537 10164)/1 46635 64800) E(12)
+((-6 49?.59 90112, +6 09259 911.7)/332 94385 15200) E(14)
+((-1403 51370 09903, +1403 51370 08560)/95887 82923 77600) E(16)
+((-4 16084 70,403 13680, +4 16084 70403 15371)/345 19618 52559 36000) E(18)
+((-140 15921 18794 57889, +140 15921 18794 57700)/13807 84741 02374 40000) E(20)
EXP (+2 LM) , EXP (-2 LM)
((-1, +0)/2) E(1)
	 +((+6. +1)/6) E(3)	 +((-35, -1)/96) E(5)
	 +((+115, +21)/2880) E(7)
+((-381, +1G1)/69120) E(9) +(( -1393, +1555)/12 09600) E(11)
+((-43187, +42963)/580 60000) E(13) +((-16 68105, +16 68401)/36578 30400) E(15)
+((-1724 13055, +1724 12299)/58 52528 64000) E(17)
+((-1 13963 73989, +1 13963 74929)/5794 00335 36000) E(19)
EXP (+3 l4) , EXP (-3 14)(( - 3, +0)/0) E(2)
	
+((+88, +7)/128) E(4)
	 +((-1755, -72)/5120) E(6)
+((+3012, +147)/40960) E(8) +((-6237, +0)/6 55360) E(10)
+((+5 28048. +31095)/7340 03200) E(12) +((+1 94151, -4 45656)/58720 25600) E(14)
+((+1925 13780, -1695 76639)/164 41671 68000) E(16)
+((+7 48368 31311, -7 48701 15264)/57874 68431 36000) E(18)
+((+121 67)53 60904, -121 67617 20505)/9 25994 94901 76000) E(20)
EXP (+41M) , EXP ( - 4lM)((-7, +0)/24) E(3)	 +((+275, +13)/480) E(5)
	 +((-2103, -73)/5760) E(7)
+((+27293, +867)/2 41920) E(9) +((-40495, -9')7)/19 35360) E(11)
+((+4 61007, -2255)/1741 82400) E(13) +((-13 61125, -10 60707)/1 04509 44000) E(15)
+(( 4-279  25117, -243 86173)/22 99207 68000) E(17)
+((+81239 43309, -81855 47149)/7725 33780 48000) E(19)
EXP (+51M) , EXP (-5 LM)((-95. +0)/384) E(4) +((+4920, +155)/9216) E(6) +((-2 13395, -5980)/5 16096) E(8)
+((4-82 15,040, +2 06835)/495 45216) E(I0) +((-2931 56775, -64 52600)/71345 11104) E(12)
+((+4001 47160, +41 45715)/5 70760 88832) E(14)
+((-1 18611 98195, -12540 36180)/1506 80874 51648) E(16)
+((+77 00513 99520, -35 72096 02645)/5 06287 73837 53728) E(18)
+((+1228 03193 85035, -1343 38833 38160)/191 46861 74219 59168) E(20)
EXP(+61H) , EXP( - G1M)( ( -9	 +0)/40) E(5)
	 +((+1197, +27)/2240) EM	 +(( - 4356, - 99)/8960) E(9)
+((+? 142, +45)/89 r 0) .E(11)	 •- 1017)/7 1600100) E03)
+((+79794, +1125)/49 28000) E(15) +(( - 15 99561, - 53811)/6307 84000) E(17)
+(( ay2 46748, -6 21243)/1 43503 36000) E(19)
EXP (+7 iM) , EXP (-71M)(( - 9'.147, +0)/46000) E(6) +((08 28688, +14063)/la 74560) E(8)
	 NON^ w+((-622 49355, -11 63456)/1061 G8320) E(10) 	^
+ ( (+43438 27460 , +777 74907)/1 27401 98400) E (12)
	 R &40,0
+((-2;3 75843 64683, -47775 18032)/224 22749 18400) E(14)
	 Uri
+((+1833 02045 99448-, +25 86441 11495)/53814 59804 16000) E(16)
+ ((- 1 12607 80992 78587, -2079 71169 09072)/167 90154 58897 92000) E(18)
+((+i 43606 35429 78540, 2603 77745 25469)/1343 21?36 71183 36000) E(20)
EXP (+O IM) , EXP(-8 LM)




 47069, +27)39)/37 42200) E(13) +((-191 18541, -2 80115)/898 12000) E(15)
+((+7323 ')GG41 , +103 26815)/1 16756 64000) E(17)
+((•1 55541 84289, -2163 98750/98 07557 76000) E(19)
EXP (+91M) . EXP (-9 LM)((-•2 55879, +0)/1146880) E(3) +(0314 92800, +3 34610/458 "15200) E(10)
+((-36207 46899, -477 90324)/40370 17600) E(12)
+ (( f 4 39604 84592, +5928 71643)/6 45922 31600) E(14)
+((-462 25014 72615, -6 02499 77928)/1343 51945 72800) £(16)
+((+47186 56456 95336, +572 25004 93035)/3 76185 44803 84000) E(ljs)
+((-5 222?4 72109 63675, -6229 18461 32316)/150 47417 92153 6000J) E(20)
EXP (0 1O 1M) . EXP (-10 LM)(C-34375, +0)/1 ` 45152) E(9) M+25 09375, +21875)/31 93344) E(11)
+((-865 218751 -9 7812.5)/76640256) E(13) +((+57134 593751 +677 90625)/59779 39968) E(15)
+((-2 606273 59375o -3043 26125)/4 78235 19744) E(17)
+((+L'2 69725 84375• +25196 03125)/100 42939 14624) E(19)
EXP (+1 1 14) , EXP (- 111M)((-1364 10197, ,0)/5308 41600) E(10)







EXP (+111M) , EXP (-i 1 1M) C014, 1 NUED
• ( (-2b58 50417 54843, -2b 01927 07152)/1854 91268- 70400) E.04)
♦((+4 17104 24213 4913(3, +4386 66885 87115)/3 11635 44502 27200) E(16)
+((-635 47004 22051 83955, -6 68692 63840 76576)/747 92506 80545 28000) E(18)
+((+Q4567 78610 06236 14944, •961 70228 57429 07775)/2 39336 02177 74489 60000) E(20)j,	 EXP (+12 1M) , EXP (-121M)
((-2187, +0)/7700) E(11)
	 +((+4 32783, +2673)/4 00400) E(13)
+((-205 39575, -1 75689)/112 11200) E(15) +((+2096 64045, +19 67570/1121 12000) E(17)
+((-11729 48607, -)11 80673)/8968 96000) E09)
EXP (+1 3 t14) , EXP (-131M)((-62 56654 63007, +0)/196 19905 53600) E(12)
+((+14193 06196 08232, +75 29194 55483)/10987 14710 01600) E(14)
+(,(-31 05522 33913 33635, 23410 49281 58348)/13 18457 65201 92000) E(16)
+((+6602 48415 21505 36832, +55 61931 60669 60867)/2531 43869 18768 64000) E(18)
+((-13 71503 84465 96879 82919, -11697 28583 21429 06520)/6 88551 32419 05070 03000) E(20)
EXP (+1 4 1M) , EXP (- 1 41M)
((-403 53607, +0)/11)1 96800) E(13) +((+16 64586 28875, +7667 18533)/10 67489 28000) C(15)
+((-259 86108 76372, -1 73924 04617)/85 39914 24000) E(17)
+((+15317  98039 23701, +120 26161 95610/4355 35626 24000) E(19)
EXP(+151M), EXP(-151M)((-9 82441 40625, +0)/23 51159 05024) E(14)
+((+2856 76875 00000, +11 53300 7B125)/1504 74179 21536) E(16)
+((-8 07764 60566 40E25, -4831 90312 50000)/2 04644 88373 28896) E(18)
+((+82 68375 52265 52500, +57014 491S9 21875)/16 37159 06986 31168) E(210)
EXP(+16110, EXP(-16tH)
((-3103 78496, +0)/6385 12875) E(15) +((+2 52769 73056, +901 77536)/1 08547 18875) 107)
+((-50 19590 98368, -26995 58912)/9 76924 69875) E(19)
EXP (+1 71M) , EXP (-1 7 W)
((-782 46166 45955 69023, +0)/1371 19595 80999 68000) E(16)
+((+2 83825 58811 09525 30672, +901 31660 09944 40267)/98726 10898 31976 96000) E(18)
+((-91 52473 89997 72246 739051 -44491 36452 38134 69004)/13 i*4215 32413 14590 72000) E(20)
EXP(+18 1 M), EXP(-18iM)((-9 41431 78827, +0)/13 94032 64000) E(17)
+((+6616 26547 15381, +18 82863 57654)/1854 05341 12000) E(19)
EXP (+19 LM) , EXP (-19 1N,)((-13 51120 30565 88570 k861.1, + • 0)/16 78343 85271 43608 32000) E(18)
+((+59 8 1 36404 97706 7C529 80600,
+15 33293 83001 73546 28195)/1342 67508 21714 88665 60000) E(20)
EXP (+201M) , EXP (-201M)((-5 73730 46875, +0)/5 93970 21684) E(19)




EXP (O IM)(-35/8) C(3)
EXP (+1 lM) , UP (-1 lM)((+57, +0) /8) E(2)	 +((-520, +75)/128) E(4)
	 +((-95, +1432)/5120) E(6)
+((-21092, `20117)/1 22880) C(8)	 +((-44 57831, +44 63232)/412 87600) COW
+((-5131 77252, +:131 68275)/6GO60 '3800) E(12)
+((-56262 19665, +56262 20584)/9 51268 14720) E(1)
+((-1814 74033 4G260, +1874 74033 26183)/39953 26218 24000) E(16)
+((-5 39808 86009 63399, +5 39808 86009 91424)/140 63548 28820 48000) E03)
+((-650 99751 90874 13128, +650 95751 90874 00521)/20251 50953 50149 12000) Z(20)
EXP (+21M) , EXP (-21M)((-9, +0)/2) E(1)
	 +((+33, +0)/4) E(3)
	 +((-665, +13)/160) E(5)
	 +((+165, +8)/240) E(7)
+((-4403, +1007)/53760) E(9)
	 +((-12341, +17635)/1.6 12800) E(11)
+((-4 05639, +3 99095)/580 60800) E(13) +((-93 04845, +93 10427)/20321 28000) E(15)
+((-68668 60495, +68667 53243)/214 59271 68000) E(17)
+((-2 98665 05977, +2 98665 15053)/1287 55630 00000) E(19)
EXP (+3 1M) , EXP (-3 LM)((+1, +0)/1) E(0)	 +((-6, +0)/1) E(2)
	 ♦((+591, +0)/64) E(4)
	 +((-27920, +137)/5120) E(6)
+((+8 39895, +5016)/5 73440) E(e) +((-104 72448, +2 58915)/458 75200) E(10)
+((+33 17237, +5 77810)/1835 00800) E(12) +((-1333 09152, +762 08769)/4 11041 79200) E (14)
+((-7 57885 94145, +8 05783 27536)/7234 33553 92000) E(16)
+((-19 59885 26360, +19 52940 51070/28937 34215 68000) E(18)
+({-12169 54865 76807, +12171 60673 38120)/300 94835 84307 20000) E(20)
EXP (+41M) , EXP (-4 LM)((+3, +0)/2) E(1)
	 +((-57, +0)/8) E(3)
	 +((+11. +0)/I) E(5)
+((-1 01675, +171)/13440) E(7) +((+29155, +29)/10752) E(9)
+((-56 77287, +24295)/96 76800) E(11). +((+7 89967, +12849)/96 76800) E(13)
+((-1629  31989, +139 G8660/1 78827 26400) E(15)
+((+3736 15825, +9609 59279)/214 59271 68000) E(17)
+((-5 69072 00207, +4 97037 45231)/20085 87829 24800) E(19)
EXP (+51M) , EXP (-5IM)((+15, +0)/8) E(2)
	 +((-135, +0)/16) E(4) +((+13975, +0)/1024) E(6)
+((-73 75760, +5135)/6 88128) E(8) +((+1173 77505, +13120)/247 72608) E(10)
+((-5236 20840. +5 73965)/3963 61728) E(12)
+((+5 23294 25115, +1373 71760)/20 92789 92384) E(14)
+((-245 25541 45800, +2 88920 36425)/7031 77414 41024) E(16)
•((+4902 60097 73455, +339 56210 85920)/14 62609 02197'32992) E(18)
*((-21892 77963 42190, +6536 94467 32815)/526 53924 79103 87712) E(20)
EXP (+ (, ► M) , EXP (- 6 1M)((+9, +0)/4) E(o)
	 +((-81, +0)/8) E(5)	 +((+2781, +0)/160) E(7)
+((-27468, +9)/1792) E(9)	 +((+14 55295, -80/1 79200) E(I1)
+((-214 81713. +8289)/78 84600) E(13) +((+102 29967. +519.3)/1157 69600) E(15)
+((-65609 47107, +143-02575)/5 74013 44000) E(17)
+((+(,996 66903, +63 22941)/4 59210 75200) E(19)
EXP (+7 LM) , EXP (-7 111)((+343, +0)/128) E(4) +((-7889, +0)/640) EM +((+27 68353 1 +0)/l 22880) E(e)
+((-12982 41280, +2 19863)/589 82400) E(10)
+(,(+41 0.1904 96185, -309 00134)/3 11427 07200) E(12)
+((-395 45049 34072. +6988 73819)/74 74249 72800) E(14)
+((+16069 78415 57071, +1 33441 33750)/10599 84506 86000) E(1'6)
t ((-6 07264 58481 06656. +322 75691 80955)/18 65572 73210 83000) E(18)
+((+484 50110 57383 11135, +78038 91235 31696)/8954 74911 41222 40000) E.(20)
EXP (+8 LM) , EXP (-8 LM)((+16 +0)/5) E(5)
	
+((-76, +0)/5) E(7) +((+3104, +0)/105) E(9)
+((-65.81355, +bl9)/2 07900) E(11) +((+532 18605, -3373)/24 94800) E(13)
+((-6380'6 88457. +6 27785)/6486 48000) E(15)
	 -
+((+4 48397 08277, -5 01365)/1 36216 08000) E(17)
+((-2 10086 78559, +36 04127)/2 51475 84000) E(19)
EXP ( + 9 LM) , EXP (-9 LM)((+19683, +0)/5120) E(6) +((-13 58127. 40)/71680) E(8)
+((+3590 76969, +0)/91 75040) E(10) +((-36 76823 76600, +203 32539)/80740 35200) E(12)
+((+51 95559 12525, -250 36776)/1 52672 665GO) E(14)
•((-4 16014 25542 61148, +25 88321 38905)/23511 59050 24000) E(16)
+((+25 45245 49719 64293, -75 24329 06010/3 76185 44303 84000) E(18)
-	 +((-477 35990 88448 61088. +3563 42720 99823)/240 75868 67445 76000) E(20)
EXP (+10 LM) , EXP (-101M)((+3125, +0)!672) E(7) +((-1 28125, +0)/5376) E(9) +((+50 46875, +0)/96768) E(11)
+((-2 17444 90625, +7 40625)/3321 07776) E(13){	 +((+24 94619 96875, -88 71875)/46495 08864) E(15)
(
u ORIGINAL- PAGE I3
OF POOR QUAL=
(R/A)+3 EXP(3iF) CONTINUED
EXP (+101M), EXP(-IO1M) CONTINUED
+((-346 01080 71875, +1471 34375)/11 15862 12736) E(17)
+((+892 23811 906251 -2620 50000)/66 95292 76416) E(19)
EXP (+1 I LM) , EXP (-1 l 1M)
"•	 ((•194 87171, +0)/34 40640) E(8) 	 +((-194 87 1.71. +0)/6 45120) E(SO)
+((+69 21648 26749, +0)/99090 43200) E(12)
+((-81411 56987 64368, +1 77528 12781)/865 65401 39520) E(14)
+((+670 05468 52681 23355, -2270 91019 04456)/10 38784 81674 24000) E(16)
+((-17685 10900 97729 40736, +53900 96349 90607)/332 41114 13575 66000) E(18)
+((+8 60108 59650 25250 484591 -21 55291 61813 38860/33905 93641 84719 36000) E(20)
EXP (+121M) , CXP (-12 LM)((+243, +0)/35) E(9)
	
+((-26973, +0)/700) E(II)	 +((+1 80792, +0)/1925) E(13)
+((-75634 19955, +1 09107)/560 56000) E(15) +((+2 90696 73255, -5 59143)/2242 24000) F(17)
+((-136 76094 25947, +308 06811)/1 52472 32000) E(19)
EXP (+13 LM) 
	
EXP (-1 3 LM)((+1 06044 99373, +0)/12386 30400) E(10) +((-134 6771420371, +0)12 72498 68800) E(12)
+((+6024 41609 38013, +0)/47 55340 73600)- E(14)
+((-6796 98017 22827 95040, +6671 29055 55543)/35 15887 07205 12000) E(16)
+((+2 38124 11491 62926 81505, -3 40323 83567 80652)/1195 40160 44974 00000) E(18)
S	 +(( -2564 73889 79784 83802 46992, +4362 37020 29236 69885)/17 21378 31047 6205 20000) E(20)
r	 EXP(+14L14), EXP(-141M)((+403 53607, +0)/38 01600) E(II) +((-403 53607, +0)/6 33600) E(13)
+((+20 30997 04031, +0)/11860 99200) E(15)
+((-1 33861 38867 64700, +91602 68789)/483 92847 36000) E(17)
+((+5 29765 72399 02195, -5 68178 78656)/1742 14250 49600) E(19)
EXP (+1 51M) , EXP (-151M)((+42714 84375. +0)/3229 61408) E(12) +((-34 59902 34375, +0)/41984 98304) E(14)
+((+3966 07324 21875, +0)/17 09933 85472) E(16)
+((-808 85702 92500 00000, +394 25800 78125)/2 04644 88373 28896) E(18)
+((+2 87129 89973 5,8925 78125, -2 33520 34218 75000)/622 12044 65.479 80384) E(20)
EXP (+161M) , EXP (-16 LM)( (+335 54432, +0)120 27025) E(13) +((-15183  33048, +0)/141 89175) E(15)
+((+6 69746 46272, +0)/2128 37625) E(17)
+((-2326 37726 72000, +823 13216)/4 12479 31725) E(19)
EXP (+17 LM) , EXP (- 17 LH)((+9 90457 80329 05937. +0)/47610 97076 73600) E(14)
+ ((- 663 60672 82046 97779 , +0)/4 76109 70757 36000) E (16)
+((+15 63051 36395 09188 23907, +0)/3656 52255 49332 45000) £(18)
+((-4 02034 46472 80621 73050 98920,
+1 05016 24088 29016 50010/500 21228 55148 63326 40000) E(20)
EXP(+18114), EXP(-1BiM)((+9 41431 78827, +0)/35875 8:000) E(15) +((-1044 98928 49797, +0)/5 74013 '44000) E (A 7)
+((+8727 07267 72629, +0)/15 01265 92000) E(19)
EXP (+191M) , EXP (-191M)((+15181 12702 98747 98299, +0)/457 06531 93666 56000) E(16)
+((-9 26046 74882 23626 96239, +0)/3885 05521 46165 76000) E(18)
+((+35411 95234 36968 50756 19637. +0)/44 75583 60723 82955 52000) E(20)
EXP (+201M) , EXP (-201M)((+12207 03125, +0)/289 45917) E(17) +((-10 86425 78125, +0)/3473 51004) E(19)
EXP (+21 IM) , EXP (-211M)((+280 33875 96006 24207, +0)/5 22053 27482 88000) E(18)
+((-61578 57904 37816 44237, +0)/198 38024 44349 44000) E(20)
EXP ( +22 W0 , EXP (-221M)((+505 44702 84992 93771, +0)/7 37243 03278 08000) E(19)




EXP (0 W(+1/1) E(0) +(+3/2) E(2)
	 +(+15/8) E(4)
	 +(+35/16) E(6) +(+315/118) E(8) 	 +(+693/256) 7_(10)
+(+3003/1024) E(12) +(+6435/2043) E(14) +(+1 09395/32768) E(16) +(+2 30945/65536) E(16)
+(+9 69969/2 62144) E(20)
F.71?	 lli} , EXP (-I LH)((+„ +3)/2) E(1)
	 +((+27, 4•27)/16) E(3)
	 +((+261, +261)/12 13) E(5)
+((+14309, + 1 4309)/6144) E(7)
	
+((+4 23 ,307, +4 23907)/: G3840) E(9)
+((x554 89433, +554 89483)/196 60300) E(1 I)
+((+3 01169 27341, +3 01169 27341)/99090 43200) E(13)
+((+239 85984 68863, +239 85984 68863)/73 98752 25600) E(15)
+((+73142 26651 09147 1
 +73142 26651 09147)/21308 40649 72800) E(17)
+((+831 50569 13108 70329, +831 50569 13108 70329)/230 13079 01706 24000) E(19)
EXP (+2 IM) , EXP (-2 LM)((+9, +9)/4) E(2) +((+7, +7)/4) E(4) +((+141, +1:11)/64) E(6)
	
+((+197, +197)/80) E(r)
+((+62401, +62401)/23040) E(10) +((+2 62841, +2 62841)/89600) E(12)
+((+90 10761, +90 10761)/28 67200) E(14) +((+81421 35359, +81421 35359)/24385 53600) E(16)
•,((+3 27396 16891, +3 27396 16891)/92897 23000) E(18)
+((+2352 23873 87983, +2382 25873 87983)/643 77815 04000) £(20)
EXP ( + 31M) , EXP (-3 lM)((+53, +53)/16) E(3) +((+793, +393)/256) E(5) +((+24753, +24753)/10240) E(7)
+((+2 11557, +2 11557)/01920) E.(9) +((+3"7 02771, +37 02770/,13 10720) E(11)
+((+44638 53417, +44638 53417)/14680 06400) E(13)
+((+3 80852 21651, +3 80852 21651)/1 17440 51200) E(15)
+((+1128 99407 50071, +1128 99407 50070/328 83343 36000) E(17)
+((+4 13293 33140 69191, +4 18293 33148 69191)/1 15749 36862 72000) E(19)
Ex? (+41H) , EXP (-41M)((+77, +77)/16) E(4) +((+129, +129)/1,60) E(6) a((+899, +899)/320) E(8)
+((+1 07279, +1 07279)/40320) E(10) - +((+4 21681, +4 21680/1 43360) E(12)
+ ((+45 07393, +45 07393)/I.1 33600) E(14) +((+58131  75177 , +58161 75177)/17418 24000) E(16)
+((+40936 27549, +40936 27549)/11612 16040) E(18)
+((+3176 99708 64593, +3176 99708 64593)/858 37086 72000) E(20)
EXP (+1. 111) , EXP (-51M)((+1773, +1773)/256) E(5) +{(-4987, -4987)/6144) E(7)
+((+4 18315, +4 18315)/1 14688) E(9) +((+41 02765, +41 02765)/15 72864) E(11)
+((+i 46288 73205, +1 46288 73205)/47563 40736) E(13)
+((+4 11140 19031,•+4 11140 19030/1 26835 75296) E(15)
+((+1150 24815 90811, +1150 24815 90810/334 84638 78144) E(17)
+((+12 20136 17638 26065, +12 20136 17638 26065)/3 37525 15891 69152) E(19)
EXP (+61M), EXP (-6 iM)((+3167, +3167)/320) E(6) +((-2187, -2187)/560) £(8) +((+I 95147, +1 95147)/35840) £(10)
t((+78881, +,3ddl)/35440) E(12) +((+94 27827, +94 27827)/28 67200)•£(14)
+((+2619 6'7071, +2619 67071)/798 48000) E(16) +((+3180 20577, +3180 20577)/901 12000) E"18)
+((+21 25170 28629, +21 25170 23629)/5 74013 44000) E(20)
EXP (+718) , EXP (-7'18)((+4 32091,1+4 32091)/30720) E(7) +((-30 73843, -30 73843)/3 27600) E(9)
+((+2154 07317, +2154 87317)/235 92960) E(11)
+((+79279 62371, +79279 G2370/84934 65600) E(13)
+((+1(a 98542 42467, +16 98542 42467)/4 52.984 83200) E(15)
+((+40033 91:124 03797, +40033 91124 03797)/11958 79956 48000) E(17)
+((+406 23233 71081 16071, +406 23233 71.081 16070/111 53436 39265 23000) E(19)
EXP (+3 L14) , EXP (-8 lM)((+I 7B331, +1 78331)/8960) E(3) + ((- 3` 0 09241, -90 092,10/4 83840) E(10)
+((+175 G91,29, +175 69129)/1.0 75200) E(12) +((-176 50127, -176 59127)/78 114300) E(14)
+((+,3 74606 61513, +3 74606 31513)/76640 25600) E(16)
+((+15 16259 77559, +15 16259 77559)/4 74439 68000) E(18)
+((+10491 96292 10697, +10491 96292 38697)/2789 70531 84000) E(20)
EXP (+91M) , EXP (-9 N)((+643 70707, +643 '70707)/22 93760) E(9) +((-4419 111311, -4419 1181.1)/131 07200) E(11)
+((+24 08366 15967, +24 08366 15967)/80740 35200) E(13)
+((•-120 99970 17913, -120 95970 17913)/12 91845 63200) E(15)
+((+20651  50610 78C-43. +20651'50610 78643)/2637 0: 591 45600) E(17)
+((+19 07519 29907 90427, +19 07519 29907 90427)/7 52370 89607 68000) E(19)
EXP(+IOLM) , EXP(-IOIM)
((+76 35529, +76 35529)/1 93536) E(10) +((-136 72591, -136 7259012 36544) E(12),
+((+603 62955, +683 62955)/12 61568) E(14)
+((-4 84094 59705,--4 84094 59705)/19926 46656) E(1E)
+((+7 57760 91935, +7 57760 91835)/53137 24416) E(18)
+((+54416 40509, +5441, 40509)/1 01443 82976) E(20)
EXP (+13 LM) , EXP (- l 1 lM)










(R/A) -3 EXP(OiF) CONTINUED
EXP (+111M), EXP (-11LM) CONTINUED
+((-1136 18221 7298., — 113G 18224 72980/11 89065 18400) E(13)
+((+39949 93423 45057, +39949 93423 49057)/412 21619 71200) E(15)
+((-37 40767 67108 48707, —37 40767 67108 4870')/69252 32111 61600) E(17)
+((+14436 20704 90157 58671, +14436 20704 90157 58870/498 61611 20363 520001' E09)
CXP (+121M) . EXP (-121M)((+6104 33321, +6104 333211/78 84800) E(12)
+((-3 15465 70047, —3 15465 70047)/2050 04801)) E(14)
+((+24 40450 01913, +24 40450 01913)/14350 33600) E(16)
+((-22 73898 84987, —22 73898 64987)/20500 45000) E(16)
+((+503 54875 69569, +503 54875 69569)/3 34928 64000) E(20)
EXP (+13 1 N) , EXP (-131M)
+((-51 	 76106 52069,932754076534017. —5 3	 G 52069)/130
 932754076534017 )/2
	 441 5 :382444800) E(15)
+((+8 57 84218 25805 42163, +857 84218 25805 42163)12 92.990 58933 76000) E(17)
+((-3 65316 04) 1,6 31386 74871, — 3 65316 04996 31386 74871)/1687 62579 45645 76000) E(19)
EXP (+141M) , EXP (-141M)( (+88320 07763, +30320 07763)/585 72800) E(14)
+((-1344 3781.7 23441, -1344 37817 23441)/3 55829 76000) E(16)
+((+18796 19203 02173, +18796 19283 02173)/37 95517 44000) E(18)
+((-7 88210 12132 17217 1
 — 7 88210 12132 17217)/1935 71389 44000) E(20)
EXP (+15 tH) , EXP (-1.51,1)((+897 55665 12641, +897 55GG5 12640/4 27483 46368) E(15)
+((-17 46095 580'42 8F,969. -17 46095 58032 88969)/3009 48358 43072) E(.,7)
+((+3373 81979 24673 27855, +3373 81979 24673 27855)/4 09289 76746 57792) E(19)
EXP (+16tH) , EXP (-161M)((+4 07280 37230 77837, +4 07260 37230 77897)/1394 85265 92000) E(16)
+((-19 91647 19285 49961, -19 91647 19285 49960/2258  33287 68000) E(18)
+((+7697 92095.
 37761 74313, 0697 92095 37781 74.313)/5 69099 88495 36000) E(20)
EXP (+171N) , EXP (-171M)((+1 23587 91532 OO2G1 02523, +1 23587 91532 00261 02523)/304 71021 29111 04000) E(17)
+((-874 743OG 15216 32296 89671a —874 74306 15216 32298 89671)/65817 40593 67984 64000) E(19)
EXP (+18tH) , EXP (-18tH)((+2853 01090 69289, +2853 01090 89289)/5 06920 96000) E(18)
+((-147 45489 10591 11513, —147 45469 10591 11513)/1416 25364 48000) E(20)
EXP (+1 91M) , EXP (-191M)((+8730 10514 85962 95201 05271
+3730 10514 65962 95201 05271)/11 18895 90180 95738 WOO) E(19)
EXP (+201M) , EXP (-2011;)









EX? (+1 LM) , ZXP (-I LM)((-1, +0)/2) E(I)
	 +((+?, +1)/48) E(3)
	 +((-10, +11)/768) E(5)
+((-715, +)39)/92160) E(7) +((-2712 5I, +335.50)/44 23630) t(9)j	 +((-61 52713, +72 97445)!12386 30400) f'(11)
r	 +((-4866 84724, +5629 871 -17)/11 39085 184-30) E(t3)
+((-20 62.127 16855, +23 41794 16303)/5992' 98932 '73600) E(15)
+((-2821 13011 39285, +3158 43970 01468)/ y
 58878 29237 76000) E(17)
+((-19 37760 46742 77333, +21 44999 37513 74985)/7594 31607 56305 92000) E(19)
E X? (+2 LM) , EXP (-2 LM)((+1, +0)/1) E(0) +((- S,
 +0)/2) E(2) +((+39, +2)/48) E(4) +((-175, +42)/1440) E(6)
+((-50, +131)/5760) E(8) +((-16464, +21515)/12 09600) E(30)
+((-1 30375, +1 65702)/116 12160) E(12) +((-233 03607, +285 84374)/24335 53600) E04)
+((-12026 25675, +14379 06760/14 63132 16000) E(16)
+((-20 71449 56425, +24 28355 20014)/2897 00167 68000) E(18)
+((-104 04995 83706, +120 07761 59145);16554 29529 60000) E(20)
EXP (+3 LM) , EXP (-3 LM)((+7. +0)/2) E(1)	 +((-123 P +0)/16) E(3)	 +((+4890, +81)/1280) E(5)
+((-1763, +.',1)/2048) E(7)	 +((*94689, +38718)/11 46880) E(9)
+((-25 25166, +25 00875)/917 50400) E(11) +((-239 44372, +329 6092.)/14680 06400) E(13)
+((-8612 44545, +11037 53871)/5 87202 5G000) E(15)
*((-37 16903 76123, +46 25507 86740)/2893 73421 SG800) E(17)
	
j
+((-1312 91470 37897, +1595 44562 60286)/1 15749 36862 72000) E(19)
EXP (+4 LM) , EXP (-4 LM)
((+17, +0)/2) E(2) +((-115, +0)/6):E(4) +((+9015, +64)/720) £(6)
+((-1423, +16)/360) E(S) +((+3 40333, +21120)/4 83840) E(10)
+((-24 80263, +7 74080)/217 72800) E(12) +((-23 55855, +52 19456)/1741 82400) E(14)
+((-9895 90085, +12817 75152)/5 02951 68000) E(16)
+((-16 45490 96151, +21 18993 22432)/965 66722 56000) E(18)
+((-574 99488 14779, +719 66045 19840)/37661 02179 84000) E(20)
EXP (+5 LM) , EXP (-5 LH)
((+845, +0)/48) E(3) +((-32525, +0)/768) E(5) +((+43 72725, +15625) 3l 29024) E(7)
*(C-1714 36300, +5 15625)/+23 6G304) E(9) +((+10164 45750, +160 15625)/2972 71296) E(11)
+((-12497 53635, +866 56250)/20384 31744) E(13)
+((+17 62001 88175, +13 65023 59375)/376 70218 62912) E(15)
+((-114 54434 31050, +121 41641 09375)/3835 51316 95104) E(17)
+((-5 35806 01010 4?025, +7 25428 47144 68750)/263 26962 39551 93856) E(19)
EXP( +G I H), EXP( -GLH)
((+533, +0)/15) E(4) +((-13827, +0)1ILO) E(6)
	
+((+7 28889, +1458)/8960) E($)
+((-7 30085, +486)/17920) F(10) +((+91 61295, +48114)/7 16800) E(12)
+((-445 05483, +7 50870/157 G9600) E(14) +((+660 73711, +67 84560)/1576 96000) E(16)
+((-23474 23299, +10700 68482)/2 87006 72000) E(18)
+((-85418 961201 +1 505IG 79767)/45 92107 52000) E(20)
EXP (+7 LM) P EXP (-7 LH)
((+2 28347, +0)/3840) E(5) +((-30 71075, +0)/113432) E(7)
+((+47694 5! .0352, +57 64801)/265 42030) E(9)
+((-1l 30',96 49375, -57 64801)/10616 83200) E(11)
+((+2266 24434 47875, +4 94274 03774)/56 05687 29600) E(13)
+((-72921 93541 91097, +332 04965 51995)/6726 92475 52000) E(15)
+((+45580 96003 90634, y 1058 92303 66477)/41525 83921 66400) E(17)
+((-121 30515 24974 54.107, +14 21701 19051 78059)/335 80309 17795 34000) E(19)
EXP (vB LM) , EXP (-8 LM)((*73369,  +0)/720) E(6) +((-7 75727, +0/2520) E(S)
+((+3387 25845, +2 62144)/9 07200) E(10) +((-15267 34319, -3 93210/59 87520) E(12)
+((+10 88670 82781, +1200 61952)/95130 03200) E(14)
+(0-12 95992 56603, +1589 24300)/35925 12000) 6(16)
+(06711 19839 90961, +44 26137 60000)/784 60452 08000) E(18)
+((-6403 27394 1.5405, +182 97972 98176)/3923 02310 40000) E(20)
EXP (+9 LM) , EXP (-9 IM)((+121 44273. +0)/71680) E(7) +((-2523 61629, +0)/4 53752) E(9) 	 ONG^
+((+74 69687 25855, +3874 20489)/10092 54400) E(11)
	 OP p "^	 P+(C-131 90864 86278, -3874 20 .189)123068 67200) E(13) 	 o+6 QV GE+ ((+49105 95949 35351, +32 34961 09315)/167 93993 21600) E(15)	 Vd ^_
+((-Lol 08719 30928 99923, +2342 73169 69930)/94046 36200 96000) E(17)	 'i(d7_1ib/
+((+224 79334 50359 49165P +50676 5758D 56939)/7 52370 69607 68000) E(19)
EXP (+10LM) , EXP (-1OLM)((+6 34005, 40)/2304) E(S) +((-27,3 61775, +0)/2 90304) E(10)
+((+10 83061 97175, +390 62500)/766 40250 E(12)
+((-242 58697 76525, -6640 62500)/19926 46656) E(14)
+(_(+5377 52:185 02000, +2 62207 03125)/3 36911 53552) E(16) 	 ,
71
(R/A) -3 EXP(2iF) CONTINUED
EXP (+1OlM), EXP(-10th) CONTINUED
+((-14746 88440 97610, -1 14941 40625)/50 21469 57312) E(18)
+((+13678 64765 59225, #12 85351 56250)/146 07911 48544) E(20)
EXP (+11 tM) , EXP (-1 i LH)
((+8 15403 06287, +0)/1857 94560) E(9) +((-1210 78620 68291, +0)/74317 82400) E(11)
+((+12 13690 39604 93598, +313 84283 76721)/463 7-1322 17600) E(13)
+((-276 62774 95943 89765, -6590 69959 11141)/11129 83732 22400) E(15)
+((+99481 58471 26755 37295, +32 72125 42556 93146)/62 32708 90045 44000) E(17)
+((-44 78780 30810 01268 92204, -751 79482 55016 31945)/5983 40054 44362 24000) E(19)
EXP (+121M) , EXP (-12tM)((+617 73797, +0)/89600) E(10) +((-5367 01569, +0)/l 97120) E(12)
+(C+33905013 70893, +6449 72544)/7175 16800) E(14)
+((-439 62530 87975, -8868 37248)/8968 96000) E(16)
+((+39801 46860 18675, +10 19056 61952)/11 48026 88000) E(18)
+((-22842 30409 77879, -4 19232 15360)/12 67302 40000) E(20)
EXP (-t 13
	
, EXP (-13LM)((+8744 53103 00933, +0)/8 17496 06400) E(11)
+((-17 57684 47926 44837, +0)/392 39811 07200) E(13)
+((+27523 86320 52120 24105, +3 93737 63856 99289)/3 29614 41300 48000) E(15)
+((-3 95150 64821 8954 16408, -66 93539 85568 67913)/42 19OG4 48646 14400) E(17)
4•((+367 10773 70999 70710 07076, +7571 57478 96397 32747)/5062 87738 37537 28000) E(19)
EXP (+141M) , EXP (-14tM)((+44 95246 74151, +0)/2737 15200) E(12) +((-207 03325 80533, +0)/2846 63008) E(14)
+((+12 37170 08548 71015, 4135 64461 45698)/85 39914 24000) CC16)
+((-1528 39833 32916 37549, -21567 49371 65982)/8710 71252 48000) E(18)
+((+30702 36746 13014 00319, +5 21553 54302 08810)/2 09057 10059 52000) E(20)
EXP (+151M) , EXP (-151M)((+2098 44044 36665, +0)/839(,9 96608) E(13)
+((-5 48794 44141 21525, +0)/47 02318 10048) E(15)
+((+12654 733SO 66280 08G00, +1 08121 94824 21875)/51161 22093 32224) E(17)
+((-1 31360 08421 73225 8025, -15 49747 92480 46875)/4 09289 76746 57792) E(19)
EXP (+16tH) , EXP(-16tH)(( 4.32898 97021 10873, +0)/8 71782 91200) E(14)
+((-6 06029 54385 05719, +0)/32 69165 92000) E(16)
+((+16664 58100 33213 68657, +1 12589 89068 42624)/40014 83566 08000) E(le)
+((
-62583 29132 71688 07405, -6 19244 94876 34432)/1 08611 69679 36000) E(20)
CAP (+17 LM) , EXP (-17 IM)((+4949 04385 68943 83777, +0)/87440 72181 76000) E(15)
+((-14 54980 74551 65831 26743, +0)/49 66167 12036 35200) E(17)
+((+25 98268 89087 49630 54611 49803,
+140 63081 45206 77249 91009)/37 51592 14136 15124 48000) E(19)
EXP (+18tH) , EXP (-18IM)((+3725 65896 43389, +0)/44154 88000) E(16)
+((-88 92751 83115 15449, +0)/195 16456 96000) E(18)
+((+1 68967 25825 65906 350151 +7 41208 07554 07364)/1 48325 07289 60000) E(20)
EXP (+191M) , EXP (-19tH)((+448 77721 52823 29002 37939, +0)/3586 20481 34922 24000) E(17)
+((-4 74232 64674 41388 65302 46479, +0)/6 71337 54108 57443 32800) E(19)
EXP (+20 LM) , EXP (-20tH)((+1092 28998 81543 35435, +0)/10243 79792 91648) E(10)
+C(-2 11.767 54887 46618 66325, +0)/l 94632 16065 41312) E(20)
EXP (+21 LM) , EXP (-21 LM)((+3 16865 09767 16213 93629, +0)/il 66942 61432 32000) E(19)
EXP (+22 IM) , EXP ( -221M)







M, (0 IM)(+1/1) E(1)




+ (+3003/256) E 0 1) +(1-15015/1024) E(13) +(+36465/2048) E(15) +(+6 92835/32768) E07)(!	 +(+16 16,61 5/6 5 53 6) E(19)
EXP C '+I lit) , E:;P (-1 0.1)((+1, -0}/1) E(0)	 +((+16, +11)/0) F(2)	 +((+23`), +1 1)6)/64) E(4)
^((+531GII, +.1u^95)/9216) E(6)
	 :((+59 69'165, +54 76020/7 37280) E (8)
+((+3150 53338, +2953 30425)/294 91200) E(10)
+((+20 07276 18469, +19 07924 36964)/1 4SG35 64800) E(12)
	 -
+((+5503 07423 51648, +5285 61687 47187)/332 94385 15200) E(14)
+((+6 32383 68834 36779, +6 11034 64133 68720)/31962 60974 59200) E(16)
+((+8014 55869 24G56 OG320, +7784 04944 24409 29931)/345 19618 52559 36000) E(18)
+((+S 70469 87219 19987 89911, +3 61251 36818 14269 22100)/13807 84741 02374 40000) E(20)
EXP (+21M) , EXP (-2114)((+3, +0) /1) E(1)	 +((+33, +23)/12) EM +((+245, +178)/48) E(5)
+((+6945, +5663)/960) E(7)
	 +((+1 67574, +1 44431)/17280) E(9)
+((+300 05941, +267 67715)/24 19200) E(11) +((+2967 85889, +2708 92054)/193 53600) E(13)
+((+27 03321 11925, +25 07645 51050/1 46313 21600) E(15)
+((+;319 16967 33695, +299 60903 58704)/14 63132 16000) E(17)
+((+48935 38642 05283, +46354 16313 14037)/1')31 33445 12000) E(19)
EXP (+311)) , EXP (-3 IM
((+53, +0)/G) E(2) +((+312, +343)/128) E(4)
	
+((+35205, +22552)/5120) F.(6)
.((+3 572G8, +2 17403)/40960) E(3) +((+74 47867, +61 28960)/6 55360) E(10)
+((+1 04084 96752, +89348 68055)/7340 03200) E(12)
+((+10 11067 74999, +3 93193 33256)/58720 25600) E(14)
+((+3363 78766 94020, +3033 84542 23049)/164 41671 68000) E(16)
+((+13 82047 43827 89079, +12 66543 66113 82464)/57874 68431 36000)`E(18)
+((x254 67313 06190 63336, +23G 10177 56174 43815)•/9 25994 94901 76000) E(20)
EXP (+41M) , EXP (-4114)
((+77. +0)/6) E(3)	 +((-125, +899)/240) E(5)
	 +((+4751, +2441)/480) E(7)
+((+6 052 1)7, +4 67493)/60480) E(9) +((+63 516)5, +50 33692)/4 83840) E01)
+((+3098 250,63, +2581 05655)/193 53600) E(13)
+((+10 00843 84225, +8 60972 21439)/52254 72000) E(15)
+((+5 87597 14114, +5 17682 29709)/26127 36000) F.(17)
+((+8373 06982 02881, +7511 91561 200641' , /321 88907 52000) E(19)
_	 EXP (+51M) , EXP (-S IM)( (+2955,
	 EM +((-83112. +43203)/9216) E(6)
+((+83 89045, +29 05460)/5 16096) E(8) +((+1704 35200. +1454 77705)/165 1.5072) E(10)
+((+10 811G3 41065, +8 20590 10600)/71345 11104) E(12)
+((+1J1 y4308 08760, +83 07000 . 47635)/5 70760 88832) E(14)
+((+10618 06919 40631, +8936 14951 03156)/502 26958 17216) E(16)
+((+l'1.4 37955 55141 10880, +107 44631 79985 84355)/5 06287 73837 53729) E(t8)
+((+59343 55523 44,1 43 17465, +52304 82011 26785 56240)/2106 15699 16415 50843) E(20)
EXP (+6111) , F.XP (-G LM)
((+3167, +0)/80) E(5)
	
+((-62993. +16337)/2240) E(7) +((+2 73019,+52226)/8960) E(9)
+((+2 GU793, +3 62255)/35340) E(11)
	
+((+129 '55385, +90 42878)/7 16800) E(13)
+((+3)723 16623, +24963 14225)/1576 96000) E(15)
+((+36579 21796, +30205 10321)/1576 96000) E(17)
+((+153 18884 44567, +130 16719 37153)/5 74013 44000) E(19)
EXP (+7 l t •i) , EXP (-1 lM)
((+30 24637, +0)/4G030) E(6) +((-979 69328, +149 75567)/14 74560) E(8)
+((+21815 074)5, +1823 52992)/353 139440) E(10)
+((-4 77528 700GO, 115 OB163 630883)/1 27401 98400) E(12)
+((+485 77094 163,13, +278 57314 94672) /20 33431 74400) E(14)
+((+.S 72 396 81934 12264, +3 08179 67174 52285)/179313 199.54 72000) E(16)
+((+4266 49088 79745 48597, +3451 92:151 70796 56752)/167 90154, 58897 92000) E(18)
+((+537:13 ';3103 036;:5 61980, +32473 33241 63384 39499)/1343 21236 7118 3 36000) E(20)
f	 EXP (+8 1 14) , EXP (-8114)
(+1 73:531, +9)/1680) E(7) +((-1003 42917, +102 50507)/7 25760) E(9)
+((+922,' 46255, +21 60 96711)/72 57600) E(11)
+((-1 12793 83923, +46042 38917)/3193 34400) E(13)
+((+21 65419 00749, +8 31435 51355)/57480 19200) E05)
+((+2942 95aBB 20047 +2788 50306 97255)/149 44349 92000) E(17)
+((+58902 .31317 01977, +46017 31604 84993)/2092 27898 88000) E(19)
EXP (+9114) , EXP (•• 9 LM)
Y,	 ((+1431 12121, +0)/:.1 46880) EM +((-1 22423 96800, +8999 93651)/458 75200) E(10)
+((+104 47461 81941, -, 11208 4GO34)/40370 17600) E(12)
+((--725 32517 69488, .120 32666 79923)/64592_2 31600) E(11)
+((+97412 39459 33385, +19612 80668 455)2)/1343 519.15 •72800) E(16)
{	 ♦((+44 02GO9 57712 01936, +76 73345 98371 37435)/3 76185 ,4803 84000) E(18)
I	 +((+4920 1492+ 74416 77725, +3523 87562 01963 49044)/150 47417 92153 60000) E(20)










(R/.A) -4 EXP(liF) CONTINUED
EXP C+1.O tf,) , FY p
 (-! 01 0,) CO"T i FJJ^D
+ ((♦ 1 31159 109 9 5, -1953 125040/255 46752) E(13)
+((-340 -N,092  70(,55, +30 92038 45535)/1 19558 71936) E(15)
4 ((+188 75934 03865, +15 79560 75685)/1 19558 79,'36) 8(17)
+((-523 5642[+ 61935, 4762 99646 65395)/33 47646 38208) E(19)
EXP (+11lµ) , EXP (-1 11'1)
((+7 17)15 35761, 40J/1769 47-200) !:(10)
+((-15443 33366 07544, +672 .96445 38790/17 8362.7 77600) 8(12)
+((+18 35957 74365 79717, -30210 70306 72152)/1854 97238 70400) E(14)
+((-67$ 95402 09199 00324, +40 02351 68354 72305)/1 03878 43167 42400) 8(16)
+((+2 67838 56110 53(.54 68245, +6449 37282 59329 50304)/747 92506 80545 26000) E(18)
+((-222 30042 G6062 OE751 04416,
+63 67476 65745 77944 64575)/2 39336 02177 74489 60000) E(20)
EXP ('i 12tM) , EXP (-121p1)((+6104 33-'.21, +0)/) £i`_+600) E(11)
	 +((-15 25730 69&83, +53557 42997)/1025 02400) E(13)
+((+2(,G 3£;553 99635, -•6 07092 12563)/14350 33GOO) 8(55)
+((-499 29522 99190,+21 77647 1403)/35H75 84000) F:(17)
+((+9258 746137 30341, -27 01966 21570/11 48026 88000} 8(19)
EXP (+131M) , EXP (-131,-1)
((+1 83068 ('9384 76897, +0)/196 15905 53600) E(12)
+((-274 91731 63531 05272, +7 94338 29090 74507)/10937 14710 01600) C(14)
+((+1492-1 99037 71696 33495, -340 67.3 27 3'004 16724)/4 394:15	 64000) 1:00
+((-71 91839 63426 22318 19392, +2 50884 63496 25969 96643)/2531 43,369 IB76f. 64000) E(16)
+((+12190 45923 01905 66054 77609,
3 --176 03100 00704 67040 10360)/6 88551 32419 05070 08000) V(20)
EXP (+14:H) , EXP (-14141)
((+6 18240 54341, +0)/43 13 29600) E(13)
+((-80174 33294 30775, +2134 10591 38551)/21 34978 56000) E:(15)
+ ((+5 18382 18297 40533p -11384 97655 81+.•F.2}/85 3991.4 24000) E(17)
+((-324 8-41)32 11373 72017, +9 56527 26086 63337),1 58(17 141.66 32000) E(19)
EXP (+151M) , EXP(-151p1)((+4457 783525 63205, +O)/2 1374.1 73104) E(14)
+((-101 02359 61486 65248, +2 07817 99300 27757)/1504 74179 21536) E(lb)
+((+21818 12569 3bl:)7 63855, -450 60034 15226 87440)/? 04644 818373 2639,$) E(18)
+((-1 75104 47295 59783 00140, +4504 20138 27561 71275)/16 37159 06986 .illGl) E(20)
EXP (+16 1 M) , EXP (-1 E1M)
((+4 072(,0 37-1 -1 778 1)7, 40)/130 76743 68000) E(15)
+((-76G4 08178 48309 300(-9, +135 65539 58390 44811)/71137 43561 92000) E(17)
+((+78408 33847 64046 56173, -1509 12893 87031 15043)/4 266,:4 91371 52000) E(19)
EXP (+17 W) , EXP (-171M)
((+21 00974 56044 04437 42891, +0)/457 06531 93666 56000) F(16)
+((-1687`3 91217 00272 21001 30192,
+259 79400 11162 07322 26443)/98126 10898 31976 96000) E08)
+((+46 87931 16914 7 1,417 1G047 99725
83449 55043 60202 27213 16756)/150 06368 56544 60497 92000) E(20)
EXP (+16 LM , EXP (-181M)
((+8559 03272 G7867, +0)/1 26730 24000) E(17)
+((-1992_98060 ?2083 01419, +26 91538 60868.15079)/7416 25364 48000) 8(19)
EXF (+191KI , EXP (-19 1M)((+1 65871 99782 3329E 08820 00149, +0)/16 78343 85271 43608 32000) E00
+((-562 31981 42067 65188 60545 24200,
+6 71712 88325 60955 42192 76919)/1342 67508 21714 88665 600000) E(20)
EXP (+201H) , EXP (-20tH)((+ 1)348 83007 50225 42245, +0)/64877 38688 47104) E0.9)
EXP (+21 1M) v EXP (-21 LM)







EXP (+1 1H) . EX1' ( 1 lH)( ( +i, x 0) /8) C(2)	 +((+8, .1),'334) E(4)
	 +((+55. +73) /107?) E(6)((+41)3, +8,1 3) 111 	 +,(3640) 1_(8)
	 t(012 10867, Q 3148U)/1?38 63040) E(10)
(+1545 1355'. +311 57 7 („)/1 03180 8G:00) E(12)
+ (+91,iS3 08•'.89, +19091 967,'(0/142 690,2:-' ,20800) E(14)
+((+1?') 216,',1 234b0, +27 63113e 5245 1) /23971 95130 94400) E(16)
+(( +1
 94766 12111 32451, +42105 29240 7929G)/421 906,14 86461 44000) E0 8)
+((+243 75388 12035 52136, 153 78885 89628 48859)/60754 52860 50447 36600) E(20)
EXP (+21M) , EXP ( - 2 LM)
((-1, +0)/1) E(1)
	 +((+S, +O)/4) E(3)	 +((-35, +2)/240) E(5)
	 +((+115+ +13)/1440) E(7)
r	 +(( +1708. +337)/40320) E(9)	 +((+1 64171, +35650)/49 38400) E01)
+((+9 53121, +2 23798)/3,18 36480) E(13)
	 +((+2766 18105. +684 00437)/1 21927 68000) E(15)
+((+3 09318 95335, +79311 63506)/160 94453 76000) E(17)
+((+95 90641 91162, +25 26257 18873)/5794 00335 36000) E(19)
EXP (+3 1M) . EXP (-31M)((+1. +0)/1) E(0)	 +((-6. +0)/i) E(2)
	 +((+423. +0)/64) E(4)
	 +((-10000, +81)/5120) E(6)
+((+52731, +19.14)/1 14668) E(8) 	 +((123 22 .132. +7 54515)/458 75200) E(10)
+((+128 72237, +27 54810)/1835 00800) E(12)
+((+22739 34624, +5527 11033)/4 11041 79200) E(14)
♦(0.335 72611 81375, +86 71818 56688)/7234 33553 92000) E(16)
+((+22') 07972 01352, +61 92835 89939)/5787 46843 13600) 6(18)
+((+10 31797 61646 72033. +2 88590 51499 46920)/300 94835 84307 20000) E(20)
Exp (+4 tM) , EXP (-41M)((+5, +0)/1) E(1)
	 +((-22, t0)/1) E(3)	 +((+607. +0)/24) E.(5)
	
+'((-3430, +8)/315) E(7)
+((+2 29271, +2043)/80640) E(9)
	 +((-98049, +9280)/3 62880) E(11)
+((+131 26539. +20 79232)/870 91200) E(13)
	 1-((+362 48883. +91 45976)/4191 26400) E(15)
+((+12 22928 94295. +3 18263 89504)/160 94453 76000) E(17)
+((+612 91125 46813, +168 43147 21820/9415 2 15544 96000) E(19)
EXP (+5 LM) , EXP (-5tH)
((+127, +0)/8) E(2)	 +((-3065, +0)/48) E(4)
	 +((+2 43805, +0)/3072) E(6)
+((-894 72840, +78125)/20 6:584) E(8)
	 +((+10402 80675, +25 00000)/743 17024) E00)
t((-31322 29656, +421 09375)/11990 85184) E(12)
+((+35 2 .1427 25305, +2 10012 50000)/62 73369 77,52) E(14)
+((+1765 79318 37960, +655 19042 96875)/21095 32243 23072) E(16)
+((+45141 84261 26135, +11374 21775 00000)/3 98893 36962 90816) E(18)
+((+149 20450 21621 81550, +41 19960 6&569 53125;/1579 61774 37311 63136) E(20)
EXP(-GlM)(!+l H3, x"71'4) F(3)	 t((-2:+77,+0)/16) E(5)
	
+((0089, +0)/5) E(7)
+ ((- 12 71837. +486) /(1)60) E('))
	 +((+19 96815. +145t3)/35840) E01)
. ((-1 l 14 99642 , t3 i,;'.;.l2) ,<18 ^.1800) E(13)
	 t ((t227 03131, +3 42387)/78 84800) E (15)
+((-29463 14299, +53 , 4 87190)/l 43503 36000) E(17)
t ((+2 15598 022.18, +43516 52251)/11 :8026 88000) E(19)
EXP(17t!1)
	 EXP(-7114)({+35 .123. +0)3 38.3) E(d)	 +((-'7 09:171, +0)/1920) E(6)	 +((+400 12175, +0)/73728) E(9)
+((-21 65193 81120, +403 53607)/5300 41600) E(10)
+((+1766 X1899 58955, +41967 75128)/9 34281 21600) Et12) 3
.((-1203  50.7 30 66312. +1 18236 OG851) /20 33431 74400) E(14)
+ ((+ 16 36549 15575 06119, +16708 3357:1 12700)/3 .19794 837 1 04000) E(16)
+((-24 10266 99903 31680, +`7198 69968 OG197)/l1 1.9313 63926 52800) E(1 d)
+((+1;1751 56387 46923 00205, +12.82 86630 77956 47568)/26864 24734 23661 20000) E(20)
EXFt (+8114) , ti XP ( - 8114)	 a
(023029, +'))/120) E(5)	 +((-35614. +0)/45') E(7)	 +((+126 72577, +0)/10080) E(9)
+((-26589 263?5. +2 621.14)/24 946100) E(11) 	 +((+5 45679 66563, +41 94304)/958 00320) E'(13)
+((-40 83600 14491, +1412 3:)000)/19459 44000) E(15)
+(1,75!6 70812 69001, +8 2;334 16960)/130 76743 68000) E(17)
+((-229 !5 79530 99.351, +12 108.14 14672)/196 15115 52060) E (19)
;Y,P (+')1 6) . EXP (:.,; 110
((+3 85095, oO)/1.024) E(G) 	 +((-1153 01691+ +0)/71680} 'E(8)
+(02 52405 02097, +0)/91 ;5040) E(10)
+((-•2091 01542 3;M40, +1I(,?>_ (:1467)/80740 35200) E(12)
+((+1 31493 52328 27931, +2 78)42 75208)/83 96996 60900) E(1'4),
+((-6 23895 78036 OlOG8, +36 82093 1584?+)/1)40 46352 00950) E(16)
+(0, 71)9 35781 57603 06429, +26804 53885 65403)/5 76185 44803 134000) E(18)
+((-12274 85328 83651,9bOG4. +17 564,10 79376 38625)/240 75868 674-15 76000) E(20)
EXP(i'001),. EXP(-IO1H)
((+44377, +0)/63) E(7)	 +((-505 94255, +0)/16128) E(9)
+{(x33385 07+315, +0)/5 80608) 1(11) 	 93.167 56895, +1953 12500)/99(13 23320) E(13)
P((+2793 31427 35225, +489 29125)/69742 63296) E.(15)
+((-1(1032 74370 73026. +1"02050 713125)/8 36911 51552) E(17)
,(R/A)-4 EXP(3iF) CONTINUED
EXP(+10LH).	 EX p (-10LM)
	 CONTItr'UED
+((+2	 7b74'„<	 741-76	 17965, +30	 40039	 06250)/401 71756
	 5649n)	 E(19)






	 87022	 50353,	 10)/116	 12160)	 1(30)
+ ((+34 4 r.,6	 42531.	 69231 ,	 +0)/2
	 9"7271	 29600)	 E (12)
+ ((- 1 %.j^: 01058	 02403	 41552j
	 +3452	 27121	 43931) /12554	 81020	 92800)	 E(14)
+((+(0221
	 14241	 91537 21005,






	 29638	 19776,	 +169	 26485 764;6 93G93)/9	 7 23342 40727	 04000)	 E(38)
+((+_'IfU 71,5%5











+((+1	 77993 971°j3,	 +0)/7	 88480)	 E(13)	 +((-307
	
02612	 51785,	 +403	 10784)/1121	 12000)	 E(15)
+((a1
	 27436 71460 64455,	 -7739G 70530)/5 74013
	
44000)	 C(17) i
+((-G	 35588	 1242A	 75633,	 +12	 13598	 1081G)/48 79114 24000) 	 E(11)
EXP (+13 tf.) r	 CkP (- 1311.1) 4((+1 ,.1 28	 71333	 02359,	 +0)/37158	 91210)	 6(10)
+C(-1	 50 L S98 53230	 74733,	 +0)/8	 17496	 0G400)	 E(12)
+ ((+G7^	 79Y)28 (,9439	 60-07.	 +0)/15G5	 59244 28800)	 E (14)
+((-SS 85390 948,94 73470 00•^00,	 +51
	 18589 30140 90757)/105 47661
	 21615 3600E";	 I- 00)





51't2G	 3,1489	 59133	 15376,
+19 9)099 02;.F.4
	 33418 05655)/51

















	 OG3551	 +949	 5122,0	 1988 1.0/1451	 78ti42	 08000)	 ':(77) j
+((+5462? '111 122 65661
	
81397,	 -27535 85675 7G694)/52264 27514 88000)
	
E(19) wEXP (+ 15111) ,
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Linear Perturbations by Tesseral Harmonics
It is supposed that mean values g, n, T, n, P, Q, P, Q, a, a are
available either from observations or as given by the leading zonal harmonics,
Under these circumstances one can easily write the perturbations in the non-
singular elements due to a particular term RZmpq pertaining to a tesseral
harmonic (Q, m). This is readily achieved by transforming the well known
results in Keplerian elements to the nonsingular elements.
Let us define:
3
a	 = mean semimajor axis
n	 = mean motion
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